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If you’re looking for resources or 
simply have questions about the 
brand, please contact:  
 
Office of University Communications 

creative@redlands.edu
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Brand guidelines 
OVERVIEW

This document is designed 
to help you make decisions in 
support of our story so that 
we’re all communicating about 
the College of Arts and Sciences 
in a consistent, compelling 
way. There’s a deeply informed 
rationale for everything here—
every visual and verbal element. 
These pages reflect the thought 
process that went into developing 
the College’s brand and offer 
guidance for making it work.

Note: This guide is all about the College  
of Arts and Sciences brand, which is a  
sub-brand of the University of Redlands 
master brand. For information about the 
Redlands master brand, see the master  
brand guidelines. 

WHAT IS A BRAND?

A brand is more than a logo or a 
tagline; it’s an enduring platform that 
articulates an organization’s unique 
identity and point of view. It can help 
an organization connect with many 
audiences through informed and 
relevant interactions. 

Our brand at the College of Arts and 
Sciences is closely related to the 
University of Redlands master brand—
although as you’ll see, the two are 
distinct in certain ways. Because the 
College’s brand exists underneath the 
larger Redlands umbrella, we call it a 
sub-brand. 

Either way, it’s the promise we make to 
our audiences every day.

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?

At Redlands, our brand is how we 
communicate the important role we serve 
here in California and beyond. It’s how 
we differentiate ourselves from our peers 
and ensure that we’re delivering on the 
promise we’re making to those we serve.

In the College of Arts and Sciences, 
our brand focuses on our distinct 
commitment to provide access, 
opportunity, and a welcoming 
environment for every student, and to 
equip them to make a difference in their 
communities. These ideas help us stand 
out among our competitors and connect 
with a wide range of people. 
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brand 
ecosystem

UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS

THE DIFFERENTIATOR 
The overarching idea that  
ties everything together.

THE HOOK 
The compelling way to 
verbalize positioning and 
frame unique stories.

• overarching theme 
• voice and tone
• visual toolkit

• brand promise 
• personality
• messaging

• positioning
• audiences

• viewbooks
• brochures
• direct mail
• email campaign

• case statements
• impact report
• email/newsletter  
   campaign
• events

BRAND CAMPAIGN

• PSAs
• print ads
• digital ads
• radio ads

RECRUITMENT RECRUITMENTAWARENESS AWARENESSADVANCEMENT ADVANCEMENT

THE PROOF 
The collective tactics and  
the stories within, told through 
the creative platform.

MASTER BRAND STRATEGY

MASTER BRAND CREATIVE PLATFORM

CAMPAIGN EXECUTIONS

SUB-BRAND STRATEGY

SUB-BRAND CREATIVE

While sub-brands share some 

characteristics with the master brand, 

they can have their own messaging 

strategies, audience segments, 

and personality traits. This diagram 

illustrates how these relationships and 

roles work together. 
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1Strategy

Our strategy highlights our 

strengths, captures our 

personality, and outlines the 

main ideas that we need to 

communicate about ourselves. 

It’s the backbone of our brand.

↓

AUDIENCES .......................................... 6

MESSAGE MAP   ........................................       11 

PERSONALITY   .........................................    16



Identifying and understanding the College’s key audiences 
are the first steps to implementing our brand. To effectively 
engage and connect with each segment, we must align the 
focus of our messages with their interests.

SECTION 1—STRATEGY     

OUR UNIVERSITY 
COMMUNITY

OUR FRIENDS
•  Current students  

and families

•  Faculty

•  Staff

•  Administration

•  Trustees 

•  Alumni

•  Donors

•  City of Redlands and other 
campus regions

•  Employers and partners

•  Build alignment and pride in our story 
and what we offer

•  Strengthen engagement and 
advocacy

• Build awareness and enhance  
   the College’s reputation

•  Attract best-fit students,  
faculty, and staff

GOALS: 

ALIGN AND ENGAGE
↓

GOALS: 

CONNECT AND INSPIRE
↓

Those who know us today Those who will know us tomorrow

PROSPECTS THE PUBLIC 
•  Higher ed competitors  

and peers

•  The media

•  California and beyond

•  Prospective  
undergraduate students

•  Prospective graduate students

•  Prospective transfer students

•  Influencers (families and 
counselors)

Audiences
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SECTION 1—STRATEGY     

OUR COLLEGE COMMUNITY

WHO ARE THEY? 

•  Current students and families

• Faculty

• Staff

• Administration

• Trustees

WHAT DO THEY NEED TO KNOW? 

•  That their investment in the University of Redlands is worthwhile

• That this is a place where we prioritize lifelong learning

• That our academic outcomes are strong 

•  That leadership, faculty, and staff form powerful relationships  
with students and contribute to their development

•  That learning goes far beyond the classroom 

•  That athletics is part of the learning process 

•  That Redlands values connection, community, and belonging

•  That service and community engagement are core to  
the experience of being a student, faculty member, staff member,  
and administrator

Audiences
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SECTION 1—STRATEGY     

OUR FRIENDS

WHO ARE THEY? 

•  Alumni

•  Donors

•  City of Redlands and other 
campus regions

•  Employers and partners

WHAT DO THEY NEED TO KNOW? 

•  That the College of Arts and Sciences is recruiting a  
diverse group of students 

•  That we want to enrich the communities  
we live in and are near to

•  That residents of Redlands are always welcome  
to experience our innovative campus 

•  That we have a range of experts who are great resources  
for the city of Redlands 

•  That we want to continue building relationships and deeper 
connections with alumni

Audiences
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SECTION 1—STRATEGY     

PROSPECTS

WHO ARE THEY? 

•  Prospective  
undergraduate students

•  Prospective transfer students

•  Influencers (parents, 
counselors, coaches, 
employers)

•  Partners (local high schools 
with pathways agreement to 
the U of R)

•  Prospective graduate  
students (music, GIS,  
speech language pathology)

WHAT DO THEY NEED TO KNOW? 

•  That completion is guaranteed in four years 

•  That Redlands values connection, community, and belonging,  
and there are numerous ways to find your place

•  That we have professors and partnerships that other schools or  
programs may not have

•  That this is a place for active learners who take advantage of the many opportunities 

•  That service and community engagement are core to the experience  
(and our alumni report that they are involved in their local communities  
twice the rate of the national averages)

•  That their investment in the University of Redlands is worthwhile

• That this is a place where we prioritize lifelong learning

• That our academic outcomes are strong 

•  That leadership, faculty, and staff form powerful relationships  
with students and contribute to their development

•  That learning goes far beyond the classroom 

•  That athletics is part of the learning process 

•  That the College is affordable and accessible 

•  That we offer academic excellence

•  That we are thought leaders doing meaningful research

Audiences
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SECTION 1—STRATEGY     Audiences
THE PUBLIC

WHO ARE THEY? 

•  Higher ed competitors  
and peers

•  The media

•  California and beyond

WHAT DO THEY NEED TO KNOW? 

•  How the College of Arts and Sciences is improving  
the lives of its students

•  That the College offers academic excellence 

•  That the accomplishments of the College, its students,  
and its alumni are meaningful

• The value of a liberal arts education
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Message map
Our messaging expands on our 
positioning so that we can tell a 
holistic story about the College of Arts 
and Sciences and focus that story 
depending on our audience. To organize 
our messages, we use a framework 
called a message map.
 

The CORE MESSAGE focuses on the  

promise that we make to our audiences, 

primarily prospective students. This main 

idea, which traces to the Redlands master 

brand, should be reflected in every experience 

that audiences have with the College.

The SECONDARY MESSAGES draw on  

specifics to communicate how we deliver  

on these aspects of the University.

The SUPPORTING POINTS are specific ways or 

proof points for how the College delivers on 

our secondary messages. (These ideas can 

evolve over time.) 

Overall, our messages are divided into 

ATTRIBUTES and BENEFITS, with attributes on the 

top and benefits on the bottom. Attributes are 

the tangible things we offer our audiences, 

and the benefits answer the question “So why 

does that matter?” By leading with benefits 

in our communications, we can help our 

audiences understand what’s in it for them.

SECTION 1—STRATEGY     

Core attribute

Attribute Attribute

Benefit Benefit

Core Benefit

SECONDARY MESSAGES

SUPPORTING POINTS

SECONDARY MESSAGES

SUPPORTING POINTS

CORE MESSAGE 
What we offer and  

why it matters
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Message map
Our message map organizes our 
story into three pillars: academic 
distinction, individual growth, 
and community impact. Academic 
distinction is about the intellectual 

SECTION 1—STRATEGY     

experiential 
learning and 
study abroad 

practical skills for 
navigating an ever-

changing world

leadership 
initiatives and 

programs 

a sense of 
belonging 

engaged faculty, 
staff, and mentors 
who connect the 

classroom to real-
world issues

 pride in building 
something 
meaningful 

integration 
of the liberal 

arts and 
professional 
preparation 

the ability to 
connect seemingly 
disparate ideas to 

solve problems

customized areas 
of study through 

40+ academic 
programs and the 
Johnston Center 

for Integrative 
Studies

multiple efforts  
to support 

students through 
their journeys

a consistent  
support network  

integration of 
community 

engagement into 
the curriculum 

putting theory into 
practice for the 

benefit of others 

 
formal and 

informal 
academic 
pathways  

excitement  
about and 

ownership of their 
professional path 

living/learning 
communities 

based on  
First-Year Seminar

freedom to explore 
and experiment 

a College-wide 
commitment to 

bettering the 
community

the initiative to 
take an active role 

in shaping their 
communities, large 

and small

preparing professionals who are ready  
to excel in work and life

an engaging, personalized intellectual journey

cultivating agency and helping students 
uncover their full potential

an open environment that promotes  
self-discovery and leadership

shaping responsible and empathetic citizens who 
understand that they’re a part of something bigger

an active, socially conscious community

ACADEMIC DISTINCTION INDIVIDUAL GROWTH COMMUNITY IMPACT

Attributes:
What we offer  
(the give)

In order to…
Benefits:
Why it matters  
(the get)

a welcoming environment where access and  
opportunity come together

equip individuals to build a better future for  
themselves and those around them

CORE MESSAGE

The College of Arts and 
Sciences offers…

journey at Redlands, individual growth 
is about personal transformation, and 
community impact is about action and 
engagement with the world around us.

These three topics are central to our 
story, and the message map helps us 
organize our attributes and benefits 
under each of these themes.
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Message map SECTION 1—STRATEGY     

ATTRIBUTES

•  Faculty who are teacher-scholars and researchers

•  Study-away opportunities, including Salzburg Semester and May Term 

•  School of Music that offers a conservatory approach in a liberal arts setting

•  First-Year Seminar 

•  Community engagement requirement

•  40+ majors, minors, and academic programs

•  Small class sizes 

• First-generation stats, first-generation scholarships, Summer Bridge  

   (for incoming first-year, first-generation students)

• Transfer student success team

• Community college outreach > pathways to Redlands

• Local unified school districts > pathways to Redlands 

• 90% of students receive some form of financial aid

• The Redlands Four-Year Promise

• Academic Success and Disability Services in Student Affairs

• Native Student Programs, San Manuel partnership and scholarships

• Office of Career and Professional Development 

• Breadth of offerings, liberal arts degree

• Multi-disciplinary, inter-disciplinary (chemistry + art, economics + music)

• Johnston Center for Integrative Studies

• Faculty-student interaction (Summer Science Research)

• Rankings

BENEFITS

•  Ability to excel in nontraditional career paths

•  Career satisfaction

•  Personalized education

•  Academic networks reinforced by pathways

•  Problem-solving skills

•  The skills you’ll develop at Redlands are the same

   ones prospective employers and graduate schools   

   seek: analytical thinking, problem solving,  

   creativity, entrepreneurism, leadership, teamwork,  

   and interpersonal communication

ACADEMIC DISTINCTION PROOF POINTS  
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Message map SECTION 1—STRATEGY     

ATTRIBUTES

•  First-Year Journey 

• Summer Bridge program

• Wellness initiative

• Proudian Honors

• San Manuel scholarships

• Hunsaker Scholars program

• Cultural diversity programs, clubs, and associations

• Interwoven curricular and co-curricular experiences

• Multiple structures of support, including the Counseling Center, athletic  

   teams, Campus Diversity and Inclusion office and programs, first-generation  

   student programs, Greek system, Native Student Programs, peer advisors,  

   CARE Team, and more

• Fulbright students and Fulbright Scholars

• Proudian Interdisciplinary Scholars

• Initiative rewarded and supported (e.g., student-led radio station, student-led 

TEDx event, and two students wrote Feast of Lights “masterwork”)

BENEFITS

•  Ability to excel in nontraditional career paths

•  Career satisfaction

•  Personalized education

•  Academic networks reinforced by pathways

•  Problem-solving skills

•  The skills you’ll develop at Redlands are the same

   ones prospective employers and graduate schools   

   seek: analytical thinking, problem solving,  

   creativity, entrepreneurism, leadership, teamwork,  

   and interpersonal communication 

• Preconceived ideas changed

• Diversity, broadened perspective

• Build confidence and competence

• Maturation

• Willingness to take risks

INDIVIDUAL GROWTH PROOF POINTS  
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Message map SECTION 1—STRATEGY     

ATTRIBUTES

•  Social justice initiatives

•  Work-study opportunities

•  R.E.A.C.H (Read, Empower, Attain, Create, Hope), a community service 

    learning project that takes U of R students to work with incarcerated youth  

    through a juvenile hall partnership

• Community Service Learning: Inside Out, Roots & Shoots, CHAMPS tutoring,  

   Big Buddies, Micah House, Habitat for Humanity

• SURF garden (Sustainable University of Redlands Farm)

• Peace Corps top volunteer-producing school 

• Panamapping (environmental studies majors using GIS in the rainforest)

BENEFITS

•  High levels of continued alumni community 

engagement

•  Passion for helping others

•  Desire to create community

COMMUNITY IMPACT PROOF POINTS  
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Personality
Personality is what 
humanizes our brand.  
These characteristics  
and qualities define the  
way our communications 
should look and feel.  
These traits shape every 
part of the College’s brand.

In general, our 
communications  
should reflect these  
brand characteristics. 
However, there’s an 
opportunity to dial  
up certain traits based  
on audience.

Our communications should look, feel, and sound:

SECTION 1—STRATEGY     

REMARKABLE
Uncommon, 
courageous, creative

CURIOUS
Knowledgeable, 
inspired, open-minded

KIND
Compassionate, 
friendly, encouraging

DETERMINED
Conscientious, active, 
purposeful

AUTHENTIC
Honest, sincere,  
trustworthy

INCLUSIVE
Welcoming, supportive, 
empathetic

INTERNAL COMMUNITY

PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS 

INFLUENCERS

FRIENDS

THE PUBLIC
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2Voice  
and tone

In the simplest terms, our message is what 

we say, and our voice is how we say it. As a 

sub-brand, the College of Arts and Sciences 

uses a voice that closely aligns with the 

Redlands master brand. However, because of 

our more specific audiences, our voice and 

tone dial up certain elements that will be 

unique to our College.

↓

MASTER BRAND CREATIVE NARRATIVE ............  18
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Master brand
creative narrative

Our master brand narrative 
communicates what we do 
and our attitude as we do 
it. In other words, it's what 
happens when our brand 
positioning meets our 
brand voice. It serves as our 
internal rallying cry—both 
for the University in general 
and for the College of Arts 
and Sciences.

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONE

There is more here than meets the eye.

Between the mountain tops and the 
California coast. Beyond the brick and 
the mortar. Within the performance 
pieces and class discussions.

Here, you’ll find the space to think.  
To try. To imagine. To grow.

It’s a state of mind that fuels curiosity 
and lets ambition thrive. 

Because at the University of Redlands, 
opportunity is ever present.

And we welcome those who welcome it.

The big-sky dreamers and the heads-
down go-getters. The team players  
and the trailblazers. The industry  
leaders and devoted activists.  
The bright-eyed beginners and the 
practiced professionals.

We all embrace what’s  
possible and invite it to flourish.

Because here, we’re free to start where we 
are, and then venture further. To build on 
what’s been done and carve out our path for a 
successful life. To open dialogues and bridge 
differences, together. To directly impact what’s 
around us and what’s ahead of us all. 

It’s how we find solid footing. 
And stand on common ground.

It’s how we plant the seeds for growth,  
progress, and change. So that all of us,  
no matter who we are, may thrive.

Wherever we may find ourselves going next, 
opportunities await. 

It’s how we discover what we’re truly capable 
of, because so much more is within reach. 

Welcome what’s possible.

Welcome what’s next.

Welcome Opportunity.  
University of Redlands
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elevator 
speeches

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONE

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
At the College of Arts and Sciences, we give students 
everything they need to build a better future—for themselves 
and for those around them. Our students learn alongside 
dedicated faculty, carving out their own unique intellectual 
pathways. They’re part of an active community that 
encourages creativity, embraces differences, and cultivates 
deeper understanding. And as they graduate into an ever-
changing world, they’re ready to lead and welcome what’s next.

PERSONALITY TRAITS: INCLUSIVE, REMARKABLE, AUTHENTIC

Whether it’s kicking off a 
campus tour, mailing out a 
letter, or putting out a simple 
Tweet, we can tell the College 
of Arts and Sciences story in 
a way that’s memorable and 
easy to digest. 

Elevator speeches are a tool used 

for both internal and external 

audiences. Their language can 

be used verbatim or serve 

as a starting point to inspire 

further copy. The main elevator 

speech speaks to our high-level 

messaging, while the other 

versions allow for more specific 

proof points based on the 

messaging pillar.
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elevator 
speeches

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONE

ACADEMIC DISTINCTION
In the College of Arts and Sciences, we welcome curious 
individuals who are eager to chart their own course.  
Choosing from a combination of liberal arts, pre-professional, 
and alternative programs, students customize their studies 
and dive deeper into their growing interests. Guided by expert 
faculty, they take what they learn out into the community,  
the professional workplace, and programs abroad. 

PERSONALITY TRAITS: UNCOMMON, DETERMINED, CURIOUS
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elevator 
speeches

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONE

INDIVIDUAL GROWTH
At the College of Arts and Sciences, students are free to 
start where they are, and then venture further. In our open, 
supportive environment, they uncover their full potential—
through opportunities to create something new, living-learning 
communities, and lasting connections with faculty, mentors, 
and friends. Every encounter expands both their skills and 
their sense of self, so that when they leave Redlands, they’re 
prepared to excel in both work and life, and ready to lead in an 
ever-changing world. 

PERSONALITY TRAITS: INSPIRED, PURPOSEFUL, INCLUSIVE
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elevator 
speeches

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONE

COMMUNITY IMPACT
At the College of Arts and Sciences, we understand that we’re a part 
of something bigger. We work to create more opportunity for others, 
to open dialogues, and to bridge our differences. We’re proud of the 
active role we have in shaping our communities, large and small. 
By planting the seeds for growth, progress, and change, we can 
transform what’s around us, and what’s ahead of us all. 

PERSONALITY TRAITS: KIND, COMPASSIONATE, ACTIVE, EMPATHETIC

22
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This pattern offers an easy way to connect a 
headline to the “Welcome Opportunity platform. 
It also has the flexibility to evoke a serious tone or 
something a little more playful. 

EXAMPLES:
Welcome scientific breakthroughs.
Welcome stronger communities. 
Welcome lifelong friendships.
Welcome big interviews. 
Welcome sisters and brothers. 

Shine the spotlight on people who thrive at Redlands. This also shows 
prospective students that we encourage all learning styles and 
mindsets to thrive here.

EXAMPLES:
The big-sky dreamers and heads-down go-getters.
The empathetic leaders and dedicated problem-solvers.
The bright-eyed rookies and all-American record-setters.
The innovative tech-heads and genre-bending artists.

Welcome [noun] [Adjective] [person] and 
[adjective] [person]

Constructing 
headlines

Good headlines are like good 
handshakes. Each one is an 
opportunity to reach out, grab 
hold, and make an impression. 
Here are some thought-starters 
for creating on-brand headlines 
that pique the curiosity of 
prospective students and set up 
our messaging. 

↓

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONE

WELCOME THE WHO AND HOW
new headlines? 
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using the 
message map

Our message map 
(see pages 11–15) is a 
hierarchy for selecting 
messages, but it’s not the 
starting point for crafting 
content. To get the most 
out of the map, follow 
these four steps.

DETERMINE YOUR AUDIENCE AND OBJECTIVE 

Identify whom you need to reach before you decide what to say. 
Be as specific as you can because people won’t care what you 
have to say unless you say something that matters to them.

DETERMINE THE ATTRIBUTE

Consult the map to align your topic with specific attributes. 
When possible, connect supporting points with a secondary 
message to strengthen your point.

DETERMINE THE BENEFIT

Once you’ve established that your topic links to a brand 
attribute, you need to identify the benefit or benefits.  
In many cases, your audience cares more about the benefit 
than the attribute.

CRAFT YOUR CONTENT

You’ll want to ensure that your content has a focus—say one
thing and say it well. Any supporting benefits should act as
talking points complemented by the facts, data, and proof
points of your topic.

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONE
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Writing tips
You can help readers feel more 
connected to the brand story 
by creating smart, compelling 
content. Here are a few tips to 
keep in mind as you write. 

�

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONE

TIP 1
MAKE IT EASY TO READ  
AND RELATE TO.

Vary the cadence of your 
writing. Mix short sentences 
with longer ones to avoid 
a repetitive feel. Check for 
rhythm and flow by reading 
aloud. Don’t be afraid to write 
like we speak. 

TIP 7
DON’T FORCE EXCITEMENT.

If the message isn’t something 
we’d yell, it doesn’t require 
an exclamation point. Even if 
we’re asking a student to apply. 
Inspire, then invite.

TIP 4
FOCUS ON ONE THING.

Emphasize a single message, and 
highlight why it’s important. If you 
include a long list of messages, 
your audience will either fail to 
retain what they’ve read or stop 
reading altogether.

TIP 2
MAKE IT WELCOMING  
AND PERSONAL.

Our writing uses “we” and “our” 
language to reinforce the idea 
of our inclusive community. But 
when speaking directly to an 
audience, be sure to engage on 
the personal level by using “you” 
and “your.”

TIP 8
INCORPORATE WHITE SPACE.

Your readers’ eyes need places  
to rest so that their brains can 
digest the information. Work  
with a designer to organize your 
content visually, making good  
use of white space.

TIP 5
GIVE THE READER 
SOMETHING TO DO.

If you want your readers to 
take action, be clear and 
direct: read further, schedule  

a visit, apply now. Whatever 
the task, don’t assume they’ll 
know what you want.

TIP 3
MAKE NUMBERS MATTER.

Statistics and rankings aren’t 
the story: They exist to help 
drive the point home. The 
numbers can add to your 
message, but they should never 
take the place of it.

TIP 9
KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE.

If you don’t identify the particular audience you’re trying to  
reach, you don’t have a good chance at reaching anyone. 
Remember, we can’t be everything to everyone all the time.  
Take time to understand each of your audience’s needs.

TIP 10
BYE, PASSIVE.  
HELLO, ACTIVE.

Remarkable things happen at 
the College of Arts and Sciences. 
It’s time to make them known. 
Use an active voice to tell the 
world all about it. 

TIP 6
WRITE FOR THE PLATFORM.

For digital channels, content 
needs to be quick, easy to 
digest, current, and actionable. 
Think: economy of words. A long-
form piece, on the other hand, 
can do more storytelling.
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Voice and tone 
checklist

Does this relate to the idea of 
“Welcome Opportunity”?

Does it lead with benefits and pay 
them off with attributes?

Does it sound like something that 
someone with the College of Arts 
and Sciences’ personality traits 
would say?

When you read it out loud,  
does it sound even better?

Does it contain at least  
one key message? Does it avoid 
tackling too many messages? 

So you’ve used the brand guide to 
craft a beautiful communications 
piece. Well done. Let the copy sit, then 
use this checklist to give it one more 
gut check. Or you can even use these 
questions as you’re writing.

↓

Does it get to the point quickly 
instead of burying the key message?

Do the headlines convey our voice 
instead of just labeling the content 
that follows?

Does the language move beyond 
merely stating the facts to reveal 
something bigger about the College 
of Arts and Sciences experience?

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONE
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3Visual
Identity

BRAND ARCHITECTURE  .........................  28

MASTER BRAND LOGO  ..........................  29

TRADITIONAL “R” ....................................  30



SECTION 3—VISUAL IDENTITY

The University of Redlands’ 

logo family diagram illustrates 

the hierarchy of the master 

brand and the sub-brands for 

each school. The main U of R 

logo is used for University-

wide communications, such as 

the Redlands.edu website and 

Och Tamale magazine, or for 

a publication that promotes 

more than one school—such 

as a grad fair flyer promoting 

all of our graduate programs 

to seniors in the College of 

Arts and Sciences. The main 

U of R logo accompanied by 

a unit signature for a center, 

institute, department, 

or office is available upon 

request. Please contact  

creative@redlands.edu.

Brand Architecture
Master brand and sub-brands
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SECTION 3—VISUAL IDENTITY

The official University 
logo is the keystone 
of our visual identity 
program. 

The logo has two 
elements: a logo icon 
that consists of the letter 
“R” and a horizon and 
supporting logotype.  
The letter “R” is at the 
heart of the logo, and for 
good reason—the “R” in 
the local mountains and 
the “Dear Old U of R.” 
The adjacent horizon 
is meant to reflect our 
history as well as our 
future, and in a number 
of ways mirrors our 
environment. 

Master Brand Logo 

The current U of R logo was 

introduced in 2003 by Ron 

Stephany in partnership with 

The Lawlor Group. The colors 

were changed from red, grey, 

and black to maroon and black 

in 2015. A new University logo 

identity is being explored for 

possible launch in the future. 

STYLE 2: ALTERNATE LOGOSTYLE 1: PREFERRED LOGO STYLE 3: ALTERNATE LOGO

2-color:  100% Black + 100% PMS 18152-color:  100% Black + 100% PMS 1815 2-color:  100% Black + 100% PMS 1815

1-color:  100% Black1-color:  100% Black 1-color:  100% Black

1-color: 100% White  
(reversed on dark backgroud)

1-color: 100% White  
(reversed on dark backgroud)

1-color: 100% White  
(reversed on dark backgroud)

.25"

Keep a minimum of .25" space around logo.
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SECTION 3—VISUAL IDENTITY

The distinctive outlined 
“R” may be used 
in print and digital 
communication materials. 
The graphic originated 
with Bulldog Athletics, 
and it particularly 
resonates with University 
alumni. It is NOT to be 
used in place of the 
University logo.

TRADITIONAL “R”

Color variations include maroon, 

black, grey (any shade), 

transparent, and white. 

The mosaic multi-colored “R” is only 

to be used by Diversity Initiatives 

and Campus Diversity and Inclusion. 
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4Visual
Language

We know that first impressions matter.  

Our visual language sets the tone for how 

people initially see the College, as well as 

how they recognize and remember us in the 

future. When these elements work together 

well, they strengthen our overall brand and 

distinguish us from everyone else.

↓

APPROACH  .............................................  32

COLOR  ....................................................  33

TYPOGRAPHY  .........................................  36

GRAPHIC  ELEMENTS  ..............................   43

PHOTOGRAPHY  ........................................   53



Approach
The College’s visual 
language is closely 
linked to the master 
brand. We dial up many 
of the elements from 
the master brand and 
use them more liberally. 
We also incorporate 
elements that are 
unique to the College’s 
brand.

TYPOGRAPHY GRAPHIC ELEMENTS

COLOR

TEXTURE

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE

Recoleta
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKk
LlMmNnOoPpQqRrSsTtUu
VvWwXxYyZz 0123456789

Hackney

Rift

ABCdefghiJKLm
nopQrstuvwxyz
0123456789

ABCdefghiJKLm
nopQrstuvwxyz
0123456789

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKk

LlMmNnOoPpQqRrSsTtUu

VvWwXxYyZz 0123456789

GT Pressura

PHOTOGRAPHY
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Color

Color is often the strongest association 

an audience has with a brand. Our colors 

can form strong emotional ties with 

our audiences, so it’s important to be 

consistent and build brand equity by using 

our palette correctly. 

↓

APPROACH ..............................................  34

COLOR COMBINATIONS ............................   35

33



COLOR Approach
PRIMARY PALETTE

The primary color palette for the College of Arts and 

Sciences is rooted in the well-established Redlands 

maroon and grey. It is a bit different from the master 

brand color palette in that the College's is brighter and 

lighter. We bring those colors up to the primary and  

secondary palettes and push darker colors to the 

tertiary palette.  

For color breakdowns, see the master brand guidelines.

SUPPORTING PALETTE

Our supporting palette is made up of the brightest 

colors in the Redlands palette. The group of maroon 

and blue tones is used more often than the other 

bright colors in our supporting palette, but our 

communications have opportunities to use various 

colors—more often than the Redlands master brand 

and other sub-brands.   

These bright colors speak to the College’s primary 

audience: traditional undergraduate students and 

their influencers. 

ACCENT PALETTE

Our accent palette consists of the darkest tones in 

the Redlands palette. We pair them with the brighter 

colors to achieve balance or to set a particular mood.

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   �   COLOR 

65%
PRIMARY 
PALETTE
Official 
Redlands 
school colors 
and neutrals

25%
SUPPORTING 
PALETTE
The brightest 
colors in  
our palette

10%
ACCENT 
PALETTE
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Smart and creative

color combinationsHere’s a selection of sample 
color groupings that create 
different tones and moods. 
These could be used to connect 
with different audiences for 
different goals. 

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   �   COLOR 

Spirited and bright Smart and friendly

Spirited and traditional Traditional and sophisticated Welcoming and energetic

Welcoming and creativeBright and warm
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Typography

Because our communications need to 

reach and connect with very different 

audiences, we use four unique typefaces 

that work together to bring our story 

to life. Each has its own strengths, so 

use the following section to guide your 

typographic choices. 

↓

APPROACH ...............................................  37

TYPEFACES ..............................................  38

COMBINING TYPEFACES .........................  40

36



Typography
Approach

Hackney
RIFT
Recoleta
GT Pressura

HEADLINES

HEADLINES, SUBHEADS

SUBHEADS, LARGER BODY COPY

SUBHEADS, BODY COPY, CALLOUTS

Our typefaces capture the 
many sides of the College 
of Arts and Sciences; 
used together, they’re an 
essential part of telling 
our story.

Our typeface collection has 

considerable flexibility and 

variety. This guide will show 

you how these typefaces can 

be combined to create dynamic 

and diverse layouts. The College 

uses all the typefaces from the 

Redlands master brand except 

GT Pressura Mono and applies 

them in the same hierarchy. 

Contact creative@redlands.edu  

for access to the official 

University of Redlands licensed 

typeface collection.

For alternate free fonts to  

use in Microsoft Office  

(Word, PowerPoint, etc.),  

please refer to the Master  

Brand Guidelines document.

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   �   TYPOGRAPHY 
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Display
Typefaces

Hackney’s creative, raw 
nature feels modern and 
sophisticated because 
of its condensed, 
geometric nature. Rift is a 
companion typeface that 
shares many of the same 
letterforms. Use Rift for 
headlines when you need 
a cleaner, more polished 
option. Our display typefaces, Hackney and Rift, 

are used primarily for headlines. Rift 

may be used for subheads, but most 

often it’s paired with Hackney or used 

as an alternate for it. 

Our communications use Hackney more 

frequently than the master brand or 

any other sub-brand. Hackney’s textural 

and expressive qualities feel welcoming 

and authentic to our traditional 

undergraduate students. 

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   �   TYPOGRAPHY 

Let your  
learning  
style take 
the lead. 
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body
Typefaces

Recoleta is a warm and 
welcoming serif with a 
lot of character. It isn’t 
stuffy, but still feels 
academic. Use Recoleta 
to complement Hackney 
and Rift, and whenever 
we need to communicate 
more formally.

GT Pressura is both 
readable and distinctive 
making it accessible, 
welcoming, and the 
perfect body copy 
typeface for the College of 
Arts and Sciences.

Our body typefaces are generally 

used for larger blocks of text; they 

should never be used for headlines. 

For the College of Arts and Sciences 

brand, Recoleta is used exclusively 

for subheads and for short blocks 

of copy at larger sizes, such as pull 

quotes and intro paragraphs. 

As with the master brand, we use 

GT Pressura for body copy. But for 

the College's brand, it can also be 

used to set subheads, paired with 

Hackney or Rift. See the following 

pages for specific examples.

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   �   TYPOGRAPHY 

Recoleta Medium  
con conet quibuscim 
ad que sintotatium et, 
cuptium fugiati.

GT Pressura Regular and Italic 

Ota sit utemporro eiciendis 
experunt quiaes as asimill 
uptaque ipsandu cianihit 

exceptatquae sant quid que 
consece pudame voluptis con.

Recoleta Regular con 
conet quibuscim ad 
que sintotatium et, 
cuptium fugiati.

GT Pressura Light and Italic 
Ota sit utemporro eiciendis 
experunt quiaes as asimill 
uptaque ipsandu cianihit 
exceptatquae sant quid que 
consece pudame voluptis con.

Recoleta SemiBold 
con conet quibuscim 
ad que sintotatium et, 
cuptium fugiati.

GT Pressura Bold and Italic 
Ota sit utemporro eiciendis 
experunt quiaes as asimill 
uptaque ipsandu cianihit 
exceptatquae sant quid que 
consece pudame voluptis con.

Recoleta Light con 
conet quibuscim ad 
que sintotatium et, 
cuptium fugiati.
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Combining
Typefaces

Our College sometimes uses 
a unique layout that we call 
the super-vertical headline, 
where each word appears on 
its own line, and the lines are 
spaced out significantly.

Super-vertical headlines can 
be set in Hackney or Rift, as 
shown here. Sometimes we 
pair them with a subhead 
set in GT Pressura and 
accompanied by an arrow 
glyph. See the following 
pages for additional headline 
approaches, especially for 
layouts where vertical space 
is limited. 

The leading in super-vertical headlines 
for Hackney or Rift should be much larger 
than we typically use. Set the leading 
at 10-15 points higher than the font 
size. See the master brand guidelines 
for general leading and tracking for all 
typefaces.

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   �   TYPOGRAPHY 

Omnis molo 
ria aditatem  
ipis molliqui 
atem eos.

→

Headline: Hackney 
60 pt. text, 60 pt. leading

Subhead: GT Pressura
10 pt. text, 12 pt. leading

Headline: Rift Bold 
55 pt. text, 60 pt. leadingHere 

is  
where 
things 

are 
possible.
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Combining
Typefaces

The College has additional 
approved options for 
typographic hierarchy, shown 
here and on the following page. 

Here is  
where things 
are possible.

It’s a shared state of mind that you won’t 

find anywhere else. One that’s curious, 

open, and driven by nature. Here, you’re free 

to start where you are and then venture 

further. To explore new studies and fields 

alongside dedicated faculty and mentors. 

Look beyond what’s been done. Discover 

what you can do. Embrace what’s possible.

Ed molumqu atibus velignam facessi 
consente doluptia qui arum voluptatur? 
Aximolu picilla quo teturit que porum.

HEADLINE
Hackney 
60pt/50pt

SUB-HEAD
GT Pressura 
Bold 
23pt/22pt

INTRO BODY
Recoleta
Medium
14pt/17pt

BODY
GT Pressura
Bold
11pt/15pt

BODY
GT Pressura
Regular
10pt/13pt

Take your studies 
to greater heights 
with leadership 
programs, service 
trips, and more.
Enderes sinci psamus, tetquam isim 
inctem que endende moluptatia nemolup 
tatibeati nosse perro officillaut faccus et 
peribus, solupta plibusd amendic. Istrum 
idel is eatiis minvenim qui bere nobitam, 
quo vidipsam enimus es aut estrum et 
officias ea nem et ilis es aut quia el modi 
to es preperrum vid utat ut pos re audaes 
sus, temporrum ut quam fuga. Nam re 
nectur sinitiis aditis.

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   �   TYPOGRAPHY 
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Our curriculum is open. That means we’re 

committed to teaching students in a way 

that’s best for them. We’ve got a list of 

majors and minors to get you started. 

However, we encourage you to add to it. 

Des dolupta tibuscia dis as eicia pa 

que evendelenda que qui occaess 

imenistiorat unt am velliqu iatecat 

invendus mi, sunti dento vent molorep 

erfero volore volupta alisimusa dolore 

platureprae pla aut et lautem sundi 

reperem. Ratenit imus, et a quid 

minveni nam fugiae pa vendipsam 

quide quos et, ipsam id quias.

Let your  
learning style  
take the lead. 

↑

Gaelan Harmon 
 Walker ’12

 Ut quia verovitatur, 
verent dolorup taquis 
eaque quodi doluptis 
aut andi imaximusae. 

“Ucidebit quis delit ad que 
volut quatem sinvelessus, 
tem harumquis abore lab 
isquas dolupturest, cus num 
fugiae volut ratibuscient 
quam aborenim.”
SOPHIA KENDELL ’09 BFA

22
QUIS DEST SEQUI DUS 

PRAE NONSE

Combining
Typefaces

HEADLINE
Rift
Bold 
50pt/43pt

HEADLINE
Hackney 
52pt/43pt

LARGE BODY
GT Pressura
Regular 
13pt/19pt

QUOTE
Recoleta
Regular 
14pt/18pt

QUOTE CALLOUT
GT Pressura 
Bold
10pt

CALLOUT
GT Pressura  
Bold
9pt/12pt

CALLOUT
GT Pressura 
Regular
9pt/12pt

BODY
GT Pressura
Regular
10pt/14pt

STATISTIC 
GT Pressura
Bold
45pt

CALLOUT
GT Pressura
Bold
8pt/11pt
Caps

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   �   TYPOGRAPHY 
Combine Rift Bold and Hackney 
to emphasize part of a headline.
↓
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Graphic 
elements

Our graphic elements are inspired by 

the textures, shapes, and styles of 

our main campus. Rooted in warmth, 

these expressive visual components 

work together to tell complicated 

and layered stories. In this way, they 

reflect the work we are doing at the 

College of Arts and Sciences. 

↓

APPROACH .............................................  44

DUOTONES .............................................  45

PATTERNS AND SHAPES  .....................  47

TEXTURES ..............................................  49

MOUNTAIN R ..........................................  50

ARROWS .................................................  51

BEST PRACTICES ...................................  52
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Duotones. Our library of duotone cutouts 
consists of major landmarks on our 
main campus, symbols of our University, 
and symbols of our spirit and pride. The 
College also has a selection specific to the 
undergraduate lifestyle.

Patterns and Shapes. Our brand has a 
library of textured shapes that are made for 
layering. The College also has its own unique 
pattern based on main campus architecture.

Textures. We use textures from the shapes 
to fill wide color blocks and to add texture to 
the edges.

Mountain R. The Mountain “R” supergraphic 
and lockup are exclusive to the College’s 
brand because they are tied so closely to 
main campus. 

Arrows. This small but useful graphic 
element can help connect blocks of copy 
to each other or to images. They can also 
be essential part of building super-vertical 
headlines. The arrows are glyphs included in 
the GT Pressura type family. 

GRAPHIC  
ELEMENTS Approach→

The College of Arts and Sciences 
uses a wide selection of graphic 
elements, some of which are 
drawn from the master brand, 
and some of which are unique to 
the College's own brand. 

Think of the suite of graphic elements 

as a toolbox for creating layouts and 

compositions in the College's brand. 

No project will use all the items in the 

toolbox, but most projects should  

use some of them. Trust your eye.  

if it feels too busy, it probably is.

WHITE SPACE should be considered 

the final graphic element in our 

toolbox. Our layouts are strengthened 

by a balance between bold, expressive 

elements and white space. White 

space doesn’t always have to be 

white: It can be any color field without 

typography, graphic elements, or 

photography. 

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   �   GRAPHIC ELEMENTS

← ↑ → ↓ ↖ ↗ ↘ ↙

FPO
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DUOTONES
As with the master brand, the 
College's duotone library will 
grow to include all symbols 
of our University, spirit, and 
pride—especially when it 
pertains to main campus or the 
undergraduate experience.  

The College has a library of 
lifestyle duotones that are non-
academic and related to daily 
life on campus.

These graphic elements 
are created by cutting out 
the subject of an image and 
exporting it with a transparent 
background. Duotones can 
be used as solid objects or 
multiplied for overlapping 
effects. 

In most cases, our duotones 
appear in shades of maroon,  
but any color from our palette 
may be selected.

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   �   GRAPHIC ELEMENTS

←
We often use duotone cutouts as 
supergraphics: images that bleed off a 
composition or color block.

↑
Duotones can combine multiple brand colors 
to create dynamic layered elements.
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→
Maxine McHunguzi came to 

Redlands with interests in media, 
marketing, and communications. 

As a Johnston student, she created 
her own curriculum that combines 
courses in film, marketing, media, 

and ethnic studies. 

“Ucidebit quis delit ad que 
volut quatem sinvelessus, 
tem harumquis abore lab 
isquas dolupturest, cus num 
fugiae volut ratibuscient 
quam aborenim iusea.”

Maxine McHunguzi ’20

As you dive deeper into your studies 
and grow even more curious about 
the world around you, we realize 
your academic interests may go 
well beyond our majors list. In fact, 
at Redlands we welcome it. Our 
Johnston Center of Integrated Studies 
gives you the space, resources, and 
collaborative learning to let your 
unique intellectual vision come to life. 

All the room to 
carve out one  
of your own. 

ADMISSIONS.REDLANDS.EDU

05— 06

MON 12-THURS 15
8 a.m.–2 p.m. 
MCNAMBELL HALL

Uro hortio es con postilis. Sermis vigilici 
pro ublicus. Et estam moves! Cuppliam 
publiae que nonsiciistid C. Amquo es 
parividem sendam. Gra publiciam mei in 
Itatquon vit di, silicit, nondiem entrae iam 
di con tes! 

REGISTER

ON CAMPUS

OFF CAMPUS

MATHEMATICS  
CAMP

REGISTER

MON 12-THURS 15
8 a.m.–2 p.m. 
REDLANDS FAMILY SERVICES

Uro hortio es con postilis. Sermis vigilici 
pro ublicus. Et estam moves! Cuppliam 
publiae que nonsiciistid C. 

REDLANDS 
family 
services

OFFICE OF COMMUNITY SERVICE LEARNING  

HUNSAKER UNIVERSITY CENTER - SECOND FLOOR   

909.748.8288  |  D E C @REDLANDSERVICE
Your GOSERVICE Account

UNSUBSCRIBE 

UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS

You can help shape what’s around us and what’s 
ahead of us all. We’ve made it easy for you to get 
started right here in our own Redlands community.

Welcome the 
chance to make 
a bigger impact.

THIS WEEK: MAY 11–18UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS

duotones  
in useWe use duotone cutouts in 

a number of different ways; 
although they are typically 
used as supergraphics 
icons and illustrations 
in information graphics. 
They connect to the 
visual language without 
overwhelming the layout.

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   �   GRAPHIC ELEMENTS

↑
Here the duotone is used as a supergraphic 
(oversized and bleeding off the composition). 
This treatment pairs well with headlines 
because text can easily run over an oversized 
duotone cutout.

↑
Duotone cutouts are also great 
for layering with shapes and 
patterns, creating layered 
compositions that can be used 
in place of a hero image.

↑
They can also draw the eye to a section 
of text, to help the viewer navigate the 
hierarchy of a composition. Choose simple 
duotones for paragraph markers so that 
they’re readable at smaller sizes.

THE UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS

� opportunity
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patterns and  
shapesTextured shapes are inspired 

by the arches, rooftops, 
patterns, and textures of the 
California architecture on our 
campus. By combining their 
geometric simplicity with 
organic, distressed textures, 
we create a beautiful symbol 
for our College’s creativity and 
authenticity. 

Textures can affect the 
whole shape or just one or 
two edges. Use our library 
of base shapes and textures 
to experiment and develop 
specific elements for any 
composition. 

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   �   GRAPHIC ELEMENTS

↑
Multiply textured shapes and combine them 
with duotones and photography to create 
layered compositions like this example.
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Enderes sinci psamus, 
tet quam isim inctem 
que endende moluptatia 
nemolup tatibeati nosse 
perro officillaut faccus et 
peribus, solupta plibusd 
amendic ipsapel etur, nonse 
perrum, solut arum eum 
sequam abo. Pa voluptas 
sundita tinvelessit atur 
adias vendeli. Nemporit 
ad esequam earum hilitae 
dignim qui sum repro ipis 
provitiaerum quia et eum 
corum fuga. Ut at dolupicim 
velendigni con pelit qui con.

Lorerepe sequa ssequae dolecte 
nonserci ipsuntis. Asdwritte gisu 
rmolis dihasut sit.

Learning isn’t meant to be confined 
to the classroom. Our Study Away 
program allows you to venture 
further into your studies immersed 
in a new country and culture. 

STUDY AWAY

UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS ADMISSIONS.REDLANDS.EDU

07— 08

Exploring with an 
open state of mind 
means inviting new 
points of view.

patterns and 
shapes in useTextured shapes can be used 

to highlight a section of copy 
or connect a headline with 
an image. They can also be 
employed for navigation—
use them at small scales to 
call out a page number or a 
smaller block of copy. Often 
we set textured shapes in the 
colors of the supporting and 
accent palettes because they 
serve more of a contributing 
role in a composition.

Shown here are a few 
additional examples of how 
textured shapes can interact 
with the other elements in 
our visual language to add 
depth and softness to a 
composition.

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   �   GRAPHIC ELEMENTS

←
Textured shapes and patterns are 
great for layering; they can blend 
into a color field, layer under a 
duotone, or be multiplied on top. 
Expirement with textured shapes 
and patterns at different sizes for 
a range of uses.

↓

Textured shapes can also be used 
in reverse, knocking out fields of 
color to white. The textured line 
is a very flexible graphic element; 
use it to divide a composition and 
move the eye across the page.

↓

Here, you’ll find solid 
footing. And stand on 
common ground.

You’ll discover what 
you’re truly capable  
of, because so much 
more is within reach. 
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textures
The textures from our shape 
library can be used for 
backgrounds or for adding 
dimension to color blocks. 
We also incorporate textures 
at the edges of color blocks, 
echoing what we do with 
shapes, but at a larger scale. 

Textures add grit and warmth 
to a composition. They are 
great for adding a little 
dimension to a busy layout or 
a little color to white space. 

↑
We use three main TIFF files to create 
textured color blocks. Experiment with 
all three to create a subtle effect for 
your layout.

→
Combine a textured line with the edge of 
a color block to distress it or fade it into 
the background.
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textures in use

YOUR POTENTIAL MAJOR(S)                                               
↓
Accounting
Art History*
Asian Studies 
Biochemistry and Molecular 
Biology 
Biology
Business Administration 
Chemistry 
Communication Sciences  
  and Disorders
Computer Science 
Creative Writing 
Economics
Education 4+1  
   Credential/Master’s 
Engineering 3-2
English: Literature  
  and Writing

Environmental Chemistry* 
Environmental Science 
Environmental Studies 
Financial Economics
French
German
Global Business
Health, Medicine,  
   and Society
History
Human-Animal Studies*
International Relations 
Johnston Center for  
   Integrative Studies 
Latin American Studies 
Liberal Studies 
Management 
Mathematics
Media and Visual  
   Culture Studies 
Music

Philosophy
Physical Education* 
Physics
Political Science
Prelaw
Pre-Med/Pre-Health 
Psychology
Public Policy
Race and Ethnic Studies 
Religious Studies 
Sociology and   
    Anthropology
Spanish
Spatial Studies* 
Studio Art
Theatre Arts
Theatre Business 
Women, Gender,  
  and Sexuality Studies

*Minor only

100+

4-4-1

STUDY-ABROAD 
LOCATIONS

90%
OF STUDENTS 

RECEIVE 
FINANCIAL AID

ACADEMIC CALENDAR 
WITH OPTIONAL 

ONE-MONTH 
MAY TERM

YOUR POTENTIAL WAY(S)  
OF MAKING A DIFFERENCE       
↓
Adapted Physical Education
Animal Control
Animal Shelters and  
   Placement Centers
Assisted Living Centers
Big Buddies Clubs 
Boys and Girls Clubs
Cancer Societies
Children’s Hospitals
Counseling Services
Community Centers 
Conservancies
Cultural Institutions 
Early Childhood Centers
Elementary Schools
Environmental Learning Centers
Family Services 
Farms

Free Clinics
Habitat for Humanity and Restore
Health-Care Systems
High School Mentoring Programs
Homework Club 
Hospices
Humor Outreach Programs
Legal Aid Societies  
Libraries
Missions
Montessori School
Museums 
Political Campaigns
Redlands School District
Ronald McDonald House
School for the Deaf
Senior Centers 
Symphonies
Transitional Homes
Wilderness Associations
YMCA Programs

120K+
SERVICE HOURS 

COMPLETED 
BY STUDENTS 

EACH YEAR

120+
STUDENT 

ORGANIZATIONS

200+
CULTURAL EVENTS 

ON CAMPUS
EVERY YEAR

Welcome what’s ahead.
Welcome what’s possible.

Welcome to your Redlands.

This is your path, and we 
invite you to grab hold. 
Every twist and turn will 
bring with it new, exciting 
opportunities for you to 
gain insight and define 
what’s to come.

EXPLORE FURTHER
↓
From classroom discussions 
to casual quad gatherings, 
you’ll have the space to let 
your ideas expand and pursue 
what really interests you.

DISCOVER YOURSELF
↓
You’ll graduate not only with 
a clear career path, but also 
with a deeper understanding of 
who you are and how you think 
about the world around you.

TAKE THE LEAD
↓
As you find solid footing 
and continue to strengthen 
your skill set, leadership 
opportunities will unfold 
both on camps and beyond.

6

There’s always 
more on the 
horizon.

Because at the University of Redlands, 
opportunity is ever present. The more 
you explore your interests and what’s 
going on in the world, the more your 
unique Redlands experience will unfold.

↓ 

Look Closer.

7“What I’m earning isn’t 
only a degree, but an 
opportunity to give back 
and lift my community.”

—Montserrat Pineda '22

YOUR POTENTIAL MAJOR(S)                                               
↓
Accounting
Art History*
Asian Studies 
Biochemistry and Molecular 
Biology 
Biology
Business Administration 
Chemistry 
Communication Sciences  
  and Disorders
Computer Science 
Creative Writing 
Economics
Education 4+1  
   Credential/Master’s 
Engineering 3-2
English: Literature  
  and Writing

Environmental Chemistry* 
Environmental Science 
Environmental Studies 
Financial Economics
French
German
Global Business
Health, Medicine,  
   and Society
History
Human-Animal Studies*
International Relations 
Johnston Center for  
   Integrative Studies 
Latin American Studies 
Liberal Studies 
Management 
Mathematics
Media and Visual  
   Culture Studies 
Music

Philosophy
Physical Education* 
Physics
Political Science
Prelaw
Pre-Med/Pre-Health 
Psychology
Public Policy
Race and Ethnic Studies 
Religious Studies 
Sociology and   
    Anthropology
Spanish
Spatial Studies* 
Studio Art
Theatre Arts
Theatre Business 
Women, Gender,  
  and Sexuality Studies

*Minor only

100+

4-4-1

STUDY-ABROAD 
LOCATIONS

90%
OF STUDENTS 

RECEIVE 
FINANCIAL AID

ACADEMIC CALENDAR 
WITH OPTIONAL 

ONE-MONTH 
MAY TERM

YOUR POTENTIAL WAY(S)  
OF MAKING A DIFFERENCE       
↓
Adapted Physical Education
Animal Control
Animal Shelters and  
   Placement Centers
Assisted Living Centers
Big Buddies Clubs 
Boys and Girls Clubs
Cancer Societies
Children’s Hospitals
Counseling Services
Community Centers 
Conservancies
Cultural Institutions 
Early Childhood Centers
Elementary Schools
Environmental Learning Centers
Family Services 
Farms

Free Clinics
Habitat for Humanity and Restore
Health-Care Systems
High School Mentoring Programs
Homework Club 
Hospices
Humor Outreach Programs
Legal Aid Societies  
Libraries
Missions
Montessori School
Museums 
Political Campaigns
Redlands School District
Ronald McDonald House
School for the Deaf
Senior Centers 
Symphonies
Transitional Homes
Wilderness Associations
YMCA Programs

120K+
SERVICE HOURS 

COMPLETED 
BY STUDENTS 

EACH YEAR

120+
STUDENT 

ORGANIZATIONS

200+
CULTURAL EVENTS 

ON CAMPUS
EVERY YEAR

Welcome what’s ahead.
Welcome what’s possible.

Welcome to your Redlands.

PICK A CAUSE THAT SPEAKS TO YOU 
↓
One of the ways we uphold this 
commitment by integrating 
community engagement directly 
into our curriculum. Our Office 
of Community Service Learning 
works collaboratively with 
students, faculty, school districts, 
and nonprofit agencies to form 
partnerships that create over 
100,000 hours of service outreach 
every year for you to choose from. 

CHOOSE HOW YOU WANT TO HELP
↓
We work to make as many 
opportunities as possible for you 
to consider. If you can’t  
find an opportunity that aligns 
with your interests, we’ll help 
you create one of your own.

“There’s definitely an 
emphasis on inclusivity 
and giving back to the 
community here at Redlands.”

�Ayetzy Presa ’20

6

9COMMUNITY IMPACT

Welcome an active 
role in shaping  
what’s around you.

“Redlands significantly contributed to my 
passion for service, my ability to solve 
complicated problems, and my willingness 
to think outside the box—all skills that I now 
share with my local community through the 
Peace Corps in western Ukraine.” 

—Cassidy Cramton ’17

Our nationally recognized program for service 
learning goes well beyond volunteer hours. That’s 
because bettering the community is a college-
wide commitment at Redlands. You’ll create 
meaningful experiences inspired by your studies 
and give back to those in need.

SOCIAL JUSTICE INITIATIVES
↓
FIRST-GENERATION  
STUDENT PROGRAMS
Book Lending Programs
I’m Going to College Program
Students Together Empowering Peers
Supporting, Educating, and  
   Empowering Diverse Students  
   (SEEDS) 
Summer Bridge Program

LGBTQ PROGRAMS
LGBTQ Student Organizations  
Lavender Recognition Ceremony 
Pride Center
Safe Space Allies Group
Staff and Faculty Training
Transgender Inclusive  
   Housing Policy

GENDER PROGRAMS
D.U.D.E.S. (Dudes Understanding  
   and Ending Stereotypes)
Gender Justice Center

“In a Box” Program
One in Four 
Sisters Standing Together

RELIGIOUS AND CULTURAL  
AWARENESS PROGRAMS
Annual Diwali Dinner
Annual Eid Dinner
Chica Chat Training and  
   Retreat Weekend
Real Thanksgiving
Rethinking Columbus Day
Students of Color  
   Recognition Ceremony

SOCIAL JUSTICE TRAINING
Catalyst Living-Learning Program
Diversity and Social Justice  
   Trainings and Retreats

The Peace Corps consistently 
ranks the University of 
Redlands 7th among small 
schools on its list of top 
volunteer-producing colleges 
and universities.

At Redlands, it’s not a day off—it’s a 
day on. Martin Luther King Jr. Day is 
another opportunity to live out the 
civil rights leader’s work and incredible 
legacy through community service, 
speeches, peace walks, and more.
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mountain “R”
The College of Arts and 
Sciences has close ties with 
the Redlands main campus, 
where the Mountain “R” has 
a major presence. Our brand 
uses a graphic version of 
the Mountain “R” in several 
ways: as a supergraphic, as an 
image container, and as part 
of a lockup graphic with the 
1907 founding date

→
Used as a supergraphic, the Mountain “R” 
can contain a duotone image, a full-color 
photo or a texture. At larger scales with 
overlying text, the contents of the “R” 
should fade into the background of the 
composition. At smaller scales, the “R” 
can have more contrast or full-color 
images. 

It’s important to choose images with 
details that line up with the shape of the 
letter. Not all images will be successful. 

→
The Mountain “R” lockup is used 
at smaller sizes as an accent in 
compositions. It often appears in 
materials where we refer to the  
founding date. Be careful to always  
use this lockup as a supporting mark;  
it should never be mistaken for an 
official University logo. 

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   �   GRAPHIC ELEMENTS

Mountain 
“R” in use

welcome 
your 
next 
chapter

UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS

University of Redlands
1200 E. Colton Ave., P.O. Box 3080
Redlands, CA 92373

VIRGIL H JOHNSON
470 SHASTA ST
ORLAND CA 95963

STAMP

A reputation for
academic excellence

since our founding
in 1907 
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Arrows

Arrows  
in use

Our arrows are glyphs from the  
GT Pressura type family. 

To find them, open the glyph panel 
in InDesign and double-click to 
add them to live text. 

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   �   GRAPHIC ELEMENTS

We use arrows to directly connect 
a copy block with a related image 
or additional copy. Arrows literally 
move the eye to where they are 
pointing. They may also be used as 
bullet points in short lists.

Enderes sinci psamus, 
tet quam isim inctem 
que endende moluptatia 
nemolup tatibeati nosse 
perro officillaut faccus et 
peribus, solupta plibusd 
amendic ipsapel etur, nonse 
perrum, solut arum eum 
sequam abo. Pa voluptas 
sundita tinvelessit atur 
adias vendeli. Nemporit 
ad esequam earum hilitae 
dignim qui sum repro ipis 
provitiaerum quia et eum 
corum fuga. Ut at dolupicim 
velendigni con pelit quicon.

We take pride in 
building a better 
future. Both for 
ourselves and  
those around us.

Find solid footing  
and stand on  
common ground.

07— 08

STUDY ABROAD 

Octus consterit, tella enate 
parissime consultum moen 
pricae, vicient ervit, untilic 
onsum, castred rem serrata 
vid merferma, se, Cupimus 
iussentes tercerdi iu que 
niteri cuppl. Mae coericit? 
Mulares poptid mus reortil 
con id in terfect andesi 
postabunit arite horte.

Averit Faucien terternum 
unte nori inatica pernit vivast 
dii pra? Ahachum maios, quo 
cor publicio, ca re eo, tusu 
sicio vitis hos ad iam quam is, 
qua publibus intebesit autem 
interure in Ita, quonderis 
publium supio us efaccitient. 
Atiam iam temendi entis; 
is omnocultu medet Catus 
facteris egerunum hum iure 
consus novehem poenatam 
ficerio peri in teraccit, 
unteres inti te culvirmis 
hocchuius, vastiam tum. →

JOHN IPSUM

Nullania ea cum 
aspernati cus mod 
quas ut aciur? 
Ullaboris dolec 
usdant volut.

Class of 2020

OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES CLUB 

Ivastra, cullessimil 
utemque ad caestiaL. 
Rortili issatrore in 
satquius iamdii facia 
verio, publium, noc tam 
firi pra ducit aus, neque 
nos, centeru nulibunum 
factellatre qua.
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UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS

Our curriculum is open. 
That means we’re 
committed to teaching 
students in a way that’s 
best for them. We’ve 
got a list of majors and 
minors to get you started. 
However, we encourage 
you to add to it. 

ADMISSIONS.REDLANDS.EDU
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Let your  
learning style  
take the lead. 

“Ucidebit quis 
delit ad que volut 
quatem sinvelessus, 
tem harumquis 
abore lab isquas 
dolupturest, cus 
num fugiae volut 
ratibuscient quam 
aborenim.”

Sophia Kendell ’09 
BFA vero eaquam 
sum qui duscum is 
samus quam

Ovidelent, comni solume porecearcit 
esequi site di omni volluptus voluptae. 
Intis netur? Everum inciisquis sus aut 
odite non re pore santium auta doloribus 
dolut ut velest, cus quia doloribusto 
conse res ut officitatus.

Ovidel ius, voloruptat ratem verorerum 
volumquis mi, eium is etus quiscil invel in 
nitae volo exerum ipsum et as aut quod 
ut et molorit reperis doluptaspe imi, vel 
id maiori dolorio rrorias ma eum endem 
vollitat am faciatur modicim olupictus 
quam, voluptatius, utate volecto blam.

The big-sky dreamers  
and the heads-down  
go-getters.

←
Professor Mary Abdori, 
Andemoditate et modi ut 
quat pel expedit endus 

utem quiatum quo veliqui 
dent perisitae ellaborum 

Sophia Kendell ’09 
 ut parchil inctur, sime 
nonsed untiand itasperit 
adita vendam rem. Minis 
magnimus nonsequatia 

siminvento expliquiat.

←
Gaelan Harmon Walker, ’12

 Ut quia verovitatur, 
verent dolorup taquis 

eaque quodi doluptis aut 
andi imaximusae. Itas 

moluptae nonsequamus poris 
estium quate et vercien 
iminctoribus minctor.

22
quis dest sequi dus 
prae nonse idesed

98%
of students receive 

financial aid

12:1
faculty-student ratio

← ↑ → ↓ ↖ ↗ ↘ ↙

← ↑ → ↓ ↖ ↗ ↘ ↙

←
Professor Mary Abdori

andemoditate et modi ut
quat pel expedit endus

utem quiatum quo veliqui
dent perisitae ellaborum.

Sophia Kendell ’09
ut parchil inctur, sime
nonsed untiand itasperit
adita vendam rem. Minis
magnimus nonsequatia

siminvento expliquiat.

←
Gaelan Harmon Walker ’12 

Ut quia verovitatur,
verent dolorup taquis

eaque quodi doluptis aut
andi imaximusae. Itas

moluptae nonsequamus poris
estium quate et vercien
iminctoribus minctor.

best for them. We’ve

got a list of majors and

minors to get you started.

However, we encourage

you to add to it.

ADMISSIONS.REDLANDS.EDU
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Best  
practices

Use this guide if you’re unsure 
about the graphic elements 
you’re using and why.

1. MEANING

They should be rooted in significance.

2. HIERARCHY OR WAYFINDING

They should help a user navigate the  
communication or make it easier to use.

3. INTEREST

They should add to the communication  
and make it more entertaining.

IN THAT ORDER

These considerations are listed in strict order 
of importance. Graphic elements add visual 
interest to a communication, but they should 
always be useful, not merely decorative. 

Graphic elements should add:

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   �   GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
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Photography

Photography is a key tool in conveying 

who we are and connecting with people 

in ways words can’t. Our photographs 

capture the essence of the College of 

Arts and Sciences to tell a richer, more 

comprehensive story.

↓

APPROACH ..............................................  54

PHOTO COMPOSITIONS ..........................  55

PHOTO FRAMES  ....................................  56
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Our approach to education is 
human-centered, authentic, 
and welcoming, so our 
photography approach is  
as well.

↓

OUR PHOTOGRAPHY INCLUDES  
FIVE MAIN CATEGORIES:  
Remarkable locations 

Curious subjects 

Determined actions 

Welcoming portraits  

Uncommon details 

 
Note: There is—and should be—overlap 
between these categories. Location 
images can have people, portrait images 
can show actions, and so on. These 
categories exist to help guide photo 
shoots and organize the library.  

 

AND INCLUDES THREE STYLES:  
Bright and natural 

Bright and warm  

Desaturated and warm

Our styles are applicable to all of 

our categories; although some 

styles are more suited to some 

categories. Across all styles, our 

photos should have the most 

natural light possible and feel 

slightly warmer, rather than cooler.

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   �   PHOTOGRAPHY

CATEGORIES

ST
YL

ES
Remarkable 
locations

Curious 
subjects

Determined 
actions

Welcoming 
portraits 

Uncommon 
details
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FPO

FPO

FPO

FPO

FPO

FPO

Photography 
approach

Note: The University of Redlands does not own the 
rights to all of the images featured in this document. 
Photos marked with “FPO” appear here only to 
demonstrate style and composition. They are not 
available for official use.
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Photo 
Compositions

→
Our College has a lot of stories 
to tell, and our layouts draw on 
the photo categories to help tell 
those stories. 

Here’s how it works: Begin 
by placing a photo that’s a 
welcoming portrait or curious 
subject on top of a shot with an 
uncommon detail or remarkable 
location. (This connects a person 
with an environment.) Then, at 
the edge of the portrait, align a 
smaller image that represents a 
determined action.

This “grid of photos” technique 
works particularly well for longer 
communications that can include 
multiple images.

Note: What makes our brand’s photo grid 
unique is subtle. It’s a combination of 
photos that slightly overlap and photos that 
perfectly touch on one edge. This grid is easy 
to execute and makes layouts feel uniform.

←
This composition immerses the 
viewer in a textural large image, 
connects them to a sizable shot 
of the subject, and entices 
them to learn more about the 
corresponding action photo.

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   �   PHOTOGRAPHY

←
ART SVENSON

Professor,  
Political Science

David Boies Endowed 
Chair of Government; 
Chair of the Political 

Science Dept.

Welcome 
a trusted 

guide.
Smaller classes means 

more access to 
 world-class expertise.

PROFESSOR HIGHLIGHT 

Being free to explore 
your intellectual 
interests doesn’t mean 
you have to go at it 
alone. With Redlands’ 
small class sizes, you’ll 
build an extensive 
network of dedicated 
faculty members, 
campus leaders, and 
coaches to guide your 
journey along the way. 

Enderes sinci psamus, tet 
quam isim inctem que endende 
moluptatia nemolup tatibeati 
nosse perro officillaut faccus et 
peribus, solupta plibusd amendic 
ipsapel etur, nonse perrum, solut 
arum eum sequam abo. Pa voluptas 
sundita tinvelessit atur adias 
vendeli. Nemporit ad esequam 
earum hilitae dignim qui sum 
repro ipis provitiaerum quia et 
eum corum fuga. Ut at dolupicim 
velendigni con pelit quicon.
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YOUR POTENTIAL MAJOR(S)    
↓
Accounting
Art History*
Asian Studies 
Biochemistry and Molecular 
Biology 
Biology
Business Administration 
Chemistry 
Communication Sciences  
  and Disorders
Computer Science 
Creative Writing 
Economics
Education 4+1  
   Credential/Master’s 
Engineering 3-2
English: Literature  
  and Writing

Environmental Chemistry* 
Environmental Science 
Environmental Studies 
Financial Economics
French
German
Global Business
Health, Medicine,  
   and Society
History
Human-Animal Studies*
International Relations 
Johnston Center for  
   Integrative Studies 
Latin American Studies 
Liberal Studies 
Management 
Mathematics
Media and Visual  
   Culture Studies 
Music

Philosophy
Physical Education* 
Physics
Political Science
Prelaw
Pre-Med/Pre-Health 
Psychology
Public Policy
Race and Ethnic Studies 
Religious Studies 
Sociology and   
    Anthropology
Spanish
Spatial Studies* 
Studio Art
Theatre Arts
Theatre Business 
Women, Gender,  
  and Sexuality Studies

*Minor only

100+

4-4-1

STUDY-ABROAD 
LOCATIONS

90%
OF STUDENTS 

RECEIVE 
FINANCIAL AID

ACADEMIC CALENDAR 
WITH OPTIONAL 

ONE-MONTH 
MAY TERM

YOUR POTENTIAL WAY(S)  
OF MAKING A DIFFERENCE     
↓
Adapted Physical Education
Animal Control
Animal Shelters and  
   Placement Centers
Assisted Living Centers
Big Buddies Clubs 
Boys and Girls Clubs
Cancer Societies
Children’s Hospitals
Counseling Services
Community Centers 
Conservancies
Cultural Institutions 
Early Childhood Centers
Elementary Schools
Environmental Learning Centers
Family Services 
Farms

Free Clinics
Habitat for Humanity and Restore
Health-Care Systems
High School Mentoring Programs
Homework Club 
Hospices
Humor Outreach Programs
Legal Aid Societies  
Libraries
Missions
Montessori School
Museums 
Political Campaigns
Redlands School District
Ronald McDonald House
School for the Deaf
Senior Centers 
Symphonies
Transitional Homes
Wilderness Associations
YMCA Programs

120K+
SERVICE HOURS 

COMPLETED 
BY STUDENTS 

EACH YEAR

120+
STUDENT 

ORGANIZATIONS

200+
CULTURAL EVENTS 

ON CAMPUS
EVERY YEAR

Welcome what’s ahead.
Welcome what’s possible.

Welcome to your Redlands.

←

Maybe it’s an interest in making 
your own music, changing the 
structure of political discourse, 
or designing an eco-friendly 
business model. At Redlands, 
you can explore more than 40 
programs of study—all built on 
a strong liberal arts foundation—
and chart a course that feels 
right to you. Whether that’s 
taking on a double major or 
devising a curriculum tailored 
to your professional goals, this 
intellectual journey is yours 
to own.

Your studies will plant 
the seeds for classroom 
discussions, internship 
experiences, community 
engagement, and more. Every 
question you ask and every 
path you pursue will lead you 
to more opportunities. You’ll 
leave the College of Arts and 
Sciences prepared to lead in an 
ever-changing world, and ready 
to build a better future.

More background info about 
Kourtney Heald, academic part of 
story.

ACADEMICS 1

Welcome 
what speaks 
To you.

All those dreams and ambitions? 
Well, they’re waiting to unfold. 

“A quote here from Kourtney 
Heald about what is 
happening in the photo and 
about academics at Redlands”

�Kourtney Heald '22
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Photo frames
→

Photo frames are a way the 
College of Arts and Sciences 
uses details and duotones 
photography to add depth to a 
composition. Because these 
types of photos are mostly 
textural, they are great for 
small containers. 

Choose an uncommon detail 
or remarkable location image 
that relates to the story and 
use it to partially frame another 
large photo in a composition. 
To do this start, by making your 
frame shape with a solid color, 
two or more rectangle shapes 
in InDesign. Then combine the 
shapes with the pathfinder, add 
tool, so they become one shape. 
Take the textural photo and 
paste it into the frame shape. 
Move it around until the right 
amount of detail is visible. 

←
Frames can border half of an 
image or less, sometimes only 
covering one edge completely 
and half of a second edge. They 
should never completely frame 
an image or composition. The 
sides of the frame can also vary 
in thickness. Photo frames are a 
flexible graphic element.

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   �   PHOTOGRAPHY

→
Maxine McHunguzi came to 

Redlands with interests in media, 
marketing, and communications. 

As a Johnston student, she created 
her own curriculum that combines 
courses in film, marketing, media, 

and ethnic studies. 

“Ucidebit quis delit ad que 
volut quatem sinvelessus, 
tem harumquis abore lab 
isquas dolupturest, cus num 
fugiae volut ratibuscient 
quam aborenim iusea.”

Maxine McHunguzi ’20

As you dive deeper into your studies 
and grow even more curious about 
the world around you, we realize 
your academic interests may go 
well beyond our majors list. In fact, 
at Redlands we welcome it. Our 
Johnston Center of Integrated Studies 
gives you the space, resources, and 
collaborative learning to let your 
unique intellectual vision come to life. 

All the room to 
carve out one  
of your own. 

ADMISSIONS.REDLANDS.EDU
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YOUR POTENTIAL MAJOR(S)                                               
↓
Accounting
Art History*
Asian Studies 
Biochemistry and Molecular 
Biology 
Biology
Business Administration 
Chemistry 
Communication Sciences  
  and Disorders
Computer Science 
Creative Writing 
Economics
Education 4+1  
   Credential/Master’s 
Engineering 3-2
English: Literature  
  and Writing

Environmental Chemistry* 
Environmental Science 
Environmental Studies 
Financial Economics
French
German
Global Business
Health, Medicine,  
   and Society
History
Human-Animal Studies*
International Relations 
Johnston Center for  
   Integrative Studies 
Latin American Studies 
Liberal Studies 
Management 
Mathematics
Media and Visual  
   Culture Studies 
Music

Philosophy
Physical Education* 
Physics
Political Science
Prelaw
Pre-Med/Pre-Health 
Psychology
Public Policy
Race and Ethnic Studies 
Religious Studies 
Sociology and   
    Anthropology
Spanish
Spatial Studies* 
Studio Art
Theatre Arts
Theatre Business 
Women, Gender,  
  and Sexuality Studies

*Minor only

100+

4-4-1

STUDY-ABROAD 
LOCATIONS

90%
OF STUDENTS 

RECEIVE 
FINANCIAL AID

ACADEMIC CALENDAR 
WITH OPTIONAL 

ONE-MONTH 
MAY TERM

YOUR POTENTIAL WAY(S)  
OF MAKING A DIFFERENCE       
↓
Adapted Physical Education
Animal Control
Animal Shelters and  
   Placement Centers
Assisted Living Centers
Big Buddies Clubs 
Boys and Girls Clubs
Cancer Societies
Children’s Hospitals
Counseling Services
Community Centers 
Conservancies
Cultural Institutions 
Early Childhood Centers
Elementary Schools
Environmental Learning Centers
Family Services 
Farms

Free Clinics
Habitat for Humanity and Restore
Health-Care Systems
High School Mentoring Programs
Homework Club 
Hospices
Humor Outreach Programs
Legal Aid Societies  
Libraries
Missions
Montessori School
Museums 
Political Campaigns
Redlands School District
Ronald McDonald House
School for the Deaf
Senior Centers 
Symphonies
Transitional Homes
Wilderness Associations
YMCA Programs

120K+
SERVICE HOURS 

COMPLETED 
BY STUDENTS 

EACH YEAR

120+
STUDENT 

ORGANIZATIONS

200+
CULTURAL EVENTS 

ON CAMPUS
EVERY YEAR

Welcome what’s ahead.
Welcome what’s possible.

Welcome to your Redlands.

PICK A CAUSE THAT SPEAKS TO YOU 
↓
One of the ways we uphold this 
commitment by integrating 
community engagement directly 
into our curriculum. Our Office 
of Community Service Learning 
works collaboratively with 
students, faculty, school districts, 
and nonprofit agencies to form 
partnerships that create over 
100,000 hours of service outreach 
every year for you to choose from. 

CHOOSE HOW YOU WANT TO HELP
↓
We work to make as many 
opportunities as possible for you 
to consider. If you can’t  
find an opportunity that aligns 
with your interests, we’ll help 
you create one of your own.

“There’s definitely an 
emphasis on inclusivity 
and giving back to the 
community here at Redlands.”

�Ayetzy Presa ’20

6

9COMMUNITY IMPACT

Welcome an active 
role in shaping  
what’s around you.

“Redlands significantly contributed to my 
passion for service, my ability to solve 
complicated problems, and my willingness 
to think outside the box—all skills that I now 
share with my local community through the 
Peace Corps in western Ukraine.” 

—Cassidy Cramton ’17

Our nationally recognized program for service 
learning goes well beyond volunteer hours. That’s 
because bettering the community is a college-
wide commitment at Redlands. You’ll create 
meaningful experiences inspired by your studies 
and give back to those in need.

SOCIAL JUSTICE INITIATIVES
↓
FIRST-GENERATION  
STUDENT PROGRAMS
Book Lending Programs
I’m Going to College Program
Students Together Empowering Peers
Supporting, Educating, and  
   Empowering Diverse Students  
   (SEEDS) 
Summer Bridge Program

LGBTQ PROGRAMS
LGBTQ Student Organizations  
Lavender Recognition Ceremony 
Pride Center
Safe Space Allies Group
Staff and Faculty Training
Transgender Inclusive  
   Housing Policy

GENDER PROGRAMS
D.U.D.E.S. (Dudes Understanding  
   and Ending Stereotypes)
Gender Justice Center

“In a Box” Program
One in Four 
Sisters Standing Together

RELIGIOUS AND CULTURAL  
AWARENESS PROGRAMS
Annual Diwali Dinner
Annual Eid Dinner
Chica Chat Training and  
   Retreat Weekend
Real Thanksgiving
Rethinking Columbus Day
Students of Color  
   Recognition Ceremony

SOCIAL JUSTICE TRAINING
Catalyst Living-Learning Program
Diversity and Social Justice  
   Trainings and Retreats

The Peace Corps consistently 
ranks the University of 
Redlands 7th among small 
schools on its list of top 
volunteer-producing colleges 
and universities.

At Redlands, it’s not a day off—it’s a 
day on. Martin Luther King Jr. Day is 
another opportunity to live out the 
civil rights leader’s work and incredible 
legacy through community service, 
speeches, peace walks, and more.
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5Bringing 
it to life

Use these examples as idea-generators for 

bringing our story to life and conveying who 

we are effectively and uniquely. 



Folder SECTION 5—BRINGING IT TO LIFE

THE UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS

� opportunity

THE UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS

�

next chapters.
new friends.
class discussions.
different perspectives. 
making a difference.
sunny days on the quad.
breakthroughs.
multiple interests. 
space to think. 
home games.
performance halls. 
internships.
bulldog slobber.
scholarships.
mountain hikes. 
studio time.
creative collaborations.
ambitious endeavors.
your own path.

Imagine what you want the next 
four years to look like. From the 
little details to the big picture.  

At Redlands, you’ll find all of that 
and so much more. 
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Covers SECTION 5—BRINGING IT TO LIFE

THE UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS

Embrace 
what’s 
ahead 

of you.

welcome 
what's 
here  

for you.

THE UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS
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UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS ADMISSIONS.REDLANDS.EDU

Welcome to a 
community of 
communities. 

We come from many 
different places and go 
on to do uncommon, 
remarkable things. 
Although our chosen fields 
and our ways of moving  
through the world may 
differ, there's something 
we all share in common: 
We are here because we 
embrace what’s possible 
and invite it to flourish. 

We are people who 
welcome opportunity. 
These are just some 
of our stories.

At Redlands, no two 
paths are the same. 

01— 02

SECTION 5—BRINGING IT TO LIFE
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Enderes sinci psamus, 
tet quam isim inctem 
que endende moluptatia 
nemolup tatibeati nosse 
perro officillaut faccus et 
peribus, solupta plibusd 
amendic ipsapel etur, nonse 
perrum, solut arum eum 
sequam abo. Pa voluptas 
sundita tinvelessit atur 
adias vendeli. Nemporit 
ad esequam earum hilitae 
dignim qui sum repro ipis 
provitiaerum quia et eum 
corum fuga. Ut at dolupicim 
velendigni con pelit quicon.

Cumquos dolore alicim 
que assimi, optaeris 

estene volorit a quiamet 
laborerae non nam, oditis 

comnis cusam faccus, 
eium qui dit ex eum 

volorecae.
←

JORDAN MATHIS, STUDENT 
Astrophysics, '22

Odi nimolor erempore 
doluptae. Itatem sed mos 
dis dit facepel lasve.

LEADERS IN THE RED REM 
SERRATA VID MER  

Octus consterit, tella enate 
parissime consultum moen 
pricae, vicient ervit, untilic 
onsum, castred rem serrata 
vid merferma, se, Cupimus 
iussentes tercerdi iu que 
niteri cuppl. Mae coericit? 
Mulares poptid mus reortil 
con id in terfect andesi 
postabunit arite horte.

Averit Faucien terternum 
unte nori inatica pernit vivast 
dii pra? Ahachum maios, quo 
cor publicio, ca re eo, tusu 
sicio vitis hos ad iam quam is, 
qua publibus intebesit autem 
interure in Ita, quonderis 
publium supio us efaccitient. 
Atiam iam temendi entis; 
is omnocultu medet Catus 
facteris egerunum hum iure 
consus novehem poenatam 
ficerio peri in teraccit, 
unteres inti te culvirmis 
hocchuius, vastiam tum. 

UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS ADMISSIONS.REDLANDS.EDU

ANOTHER SMALL HEADLINE 
ABOUT A RELATED PROGRAM

Ivastra, cullessimil utemque 
ad caestiaL. Rortili issatrore 
in satquius iamdii facia verio, 
publium, noc tam firi pra 
ducit aus, neque nos, centeru 
nulibunum factellatre qua.

01— 02

“Quid essedi diassit hillupt 
asperf opit resto molupt 
ntisquianis eosae natur solor 
aut voluptae miliqua sitectateri 
cupicip saeperiorro dolum 
dolore molesed ut quibus 
mosae odit ut ullam.”

Ivastra, cullessimil utemque 
ad caestiaL. Rortili issatrore 
in satquius iamdii facia verio, 
publium, noc tam firi pra 
ducit aus, neque nos, centeru 
nulibunum factellatre qua.

→

PROFESSOR JOHN RESNO

Kinetic Biology and Ethics
Nullania ea cum aspernati 

cus mod quas ut aciur? 
Ullaboris dolec usdant volut. 

Offici adi odi.

SECTION 5—BRINGING IT TO LIFE
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Welcome to a shared 
state of mind that 
fuels curiosity and 
lets ambition thrive. 

Here, you’ll find the space to think 
deeper. To try new ventures. To 
imagine a better future for you 
and those around you. We know 
that this will look different for 
every individual—that's why our 
personalized approach offers 
resources and support that will 
meet you where you are and take 
you where you want to go. 

However, you won’t go it alone. At 
Redlands, you’ll find a close-knit 
community that shares interests, 
celebrates differences, and 
cares deeply about one another. 
Whether it’s in the classroom, on 
the sports field, or walking on the 
quad, you'll discover a sense of 
belonging that nurtures lifelong 
friendships and makes Redlands 
quickly feel like home. 

ADMISSIONS.REDLANDS.EDU

Whether it's areas of study, 
intramurals, or volunteer 
opportunities, the list of 
things to do at Redlands 
seems infinite. And that’s by 
design. That way, you have as 
many options as possible to 
create an experience that’s 
unique to you. 

“Professor Munro Galloway 
taught me new techniques 
and how I can step out 
of my comfort zone and 
surpass my own limits.”

↑
Roberto Dyea '19

MORE TO CHOOSE FROM

03—04

Here’s some things to 
consider while you look at 

your college options:

 □ Where do you want to live?
 □ What are you interested in 

studying?
 □ How much does it cost?
 □ What financial aid is available?
 □ What do I need to apply?
 □ When do I need to apply?
 □ What’s near the school?
 □ How many students go there?
 □ Will I live on campus?
 □ What’s the average class size?
 □ Can I get an internship?
 □ Can I study abroad?
 □ What do grads go on to do?

YOUR GUIDE

If you'd like to talk through these questions or any others you 
may have, our admissions counselors welcome a conversation 
with you—they're here to help you learn more about your 
options. Whether you're a California resident, an out-of-state 
student, a transfer student, a first-generation student, or 
an international student, we have counselors designated to 
those specific situations to best address your needs.

This journey 
is yours to 
own.

SECTION 5—BRINGING IT TO LIFE
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Travel Piece SECTION 5—BRINGING IT TO LIFE

UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS

There’s 
more 
Here 

Than 
Meets 

The eye. 
To those who embrace 
what’s possible, this 
is your invitation.

→
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SECTION 5—BRINGING IT TO LIFETravel Piece

Because at the University of Redlands, 
opportunity is ever present. The more 
you explore your interests and what’s 
going on in the world, the more your 
unique Redlands experience will unfold.

↓ 

Look Closer.

6 7“What I’m earning isn’t 
only a degree, but an 
opportunity to give back 
and lift my community.”

—Montserrat Pineda '22

Here, you’ll 
find the space  to think. To try. 

To imagine.
At Redlands, our unique combination 
of liberal arts, pre-professional, 
and alternative programs is built on 
over 100 years of distinction. And 
you'll have all this to draw on, as you 
carve out a successful path that's 
entirely your own.

↓

Flip left to learn more  
about ACADEMICS.

↓

Flip right to see more 
about STUDENT LIFE. ↓
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SECTION 5—BRINGING IT TO LIFETravel Piece

YOUR POTENTIAL MAJOR(S)                                               
↓
Accounting
Art History*
Asian Studies 
Biochemistry and Molecular 
Biology 
Biology
Business Administration 
Chemistry 
Communication Sciences  
  and Disorders
Computer Science 
Creative Writing 
Economics
Education 4+1  
   Credential/Master’s 
Engineering 3-2
English: Literature  
  and Writing

Environmental Chemistry* 
Environmental Science 
Environmental Studies 
Financial Economics
French
German
Global Business
Health, Medicine,  
   and Society
History
Human-Animal Studies*
International Relations 
Johnston Center for  
   Integrative Studies 
Latin American Studies 
Liberal Studies 
Management 
Mathematics
Media and Visual  
   Culture Studies 
Music

Philosophy
Physical Education* 
Physics
Political Science
Prelaw
Pre-Med/Pre-Health 
Psychology
Public Policy
Race and Ethnic Studies 
Religious Studies 
Sociology and   
    Anthropology
Spanish
Spatial Studies* 
Studio Art
Theatre Arts
Theatre Business 
Women, Gender,  
  and Sexuality Studies

*Minor only

100+

4-4-1

STUDY-ABROAD 
LOCATIONS

90%
OF STUDENTS 

RECEIVE 
FINANCIAL AID

ACADEMIC CALENDAR 
WITH OPTIONAL 

ONE-MONTH 
MAY TERM

YOUR POTENTIAL WAY(S)  
OF MAKING A DIFFERENCE       
↓
Adapted Physical Education
Animal Control
Animal Shelters and  
   Placement Centers
Assisted Living Centers
Big Buddies Clubs 
Boys and Girls Clubs
Cancer Societies
Children’s Hospitals
Counseling Services
Community Centers 
Conservancies
Cultural Institutions 
Early Childhood Centers
Elementary Schools
Environmental Learning Centers
Family Services 
Farms

Free Clinics
Habitat for Humanity and Restore
Health-Care Systems
High School Mentoring Programs
Homework Club 
Hospices
Humor Outreach Programs
Legal Aid Societies  
Libraries
Missions
Montessori School
Museums 
Political Campaigns
Redlands School District
Ronald McDonald House
School for the Deaf
Senior Centers 
Symphonies
Transitional Homes
Wilderness Associations
YMCA Programs

120K+
SERVICE HOURS 

COMPLETED 
BY STUDENTS 

EACH YEAR

120+
STUDENT 

ORGANIZATIONS

200+
CULTURAL EVENTS 

ON CAMPUS
EVERY YEAR

Welcome what’s ahead.
Welcome what’s possible.

Welcome to your Redlands.

This is your path, and we 
invite you to grab hold. 
Every twist and turn will 
bring with it new, exciting 
opportunities for you to 
gain insight and define 
what’s to come.

EXPLORE FURTHER
↓
From classroom discussions 
to casual quad gatherings, 
you’ll have the space to let 
your ideas expand and pursue 
what really interests you.

DISCOVER YOURSELF
↓
You’ll graduate not only with 
a clear career path, but also 
with a deeper understanding of 
who you are and how you think 
about the world around you.

TAKE THE LEAD
↓
As you find solid footing 
and continue to strengthen 
your skill set, leadership 
opportunities will unfold 
both on camps and beyond.

6

There’s always 
more on the 
horizon.

Because at the University of Redlands, 
opportunity is ever present. The more 
you explore your interests and what’s 
going on in the world, the more your 
unique Redlands experience will unfold.

↓ 

Look Closer.

7“What I’m earning isn’t 
only a degree, but an 
opportunity to give back 
and lift my community.”

—Montserrat Pineda '22
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SECTION 5—BRINGING IT TO LIFETravel Piece

YOUR POTENTIAL MAJOR(S)    
↓
Accounting
Art History*
Asian Studies 
Biochemistry and Molecular 
Biology 
Biology
Business Administration 
Chemistry 
Communication Sciences  
  and Disorders
Computer Science 
Creative Writing 
Economics
Education 4+1  
   Credential/Master’s 
Engineering 3-2
English: Literature  
  and Writing

Environmental Chemistry* 
Environmental Science 
Environmental Studies 
Financial Economics
French
German
Global Business
Health, Medicine,  
   and Society
History
Human-Animal Studies*
International Relations 
Johnston Center for  
   Integrative Studies 
Latin American Studies 
Liberal Studies 
Management 
Mathematics
Media and Visual  
   Culture Studies 
Music

Philosophy
Physical Education* 
Physics
Political Science
Prelaw
Pre-Med/Pre-Health 
Psychology
Public Policy
Race and Ethnic Studies 
Religious Studies 
Sociology and   
    Anthropology
Spanish
Spatial Studies* 
Studio Art
Theatre Arts
Theatre Business 
Women, Gender,  
  and Sexuality Studies

*Minor only

100+

4-4-1

STUDY-ABROAD 
LOCATIONS

90%
OF STUDENTS 

RECEIVE 
FINANCIAL AID

ACADEMIC CALENDAR 
WITH OPTIONAL 

ONE-MONTH 
MAY TERM

YOUR POTENTIAL WAY(S)  
OF MAKING A DIFFERENCE     
↓
Adapted Physical Education
Animal Control
Animal Shelters and  
   Placement Centers
Assisted Living Centers
Big Buddies Clubs 
Boys and Girls Clubs
Cancer Societies
Children’s Hospitals
Counseling Services
Community Centers 
Conservancies
Cultural Institutions 
Early Childhood Centers
Elementary Schools
Environmental Learning Centers
Family Services 
Farms

Free Clinics
Habitat for Humanity and Restore
Health-Care Systems
High School Mentoring Programs
Homework Club 
Hospices
Humor Outreach Programs
Legal Aid Societies  
Libraries
Missions
Montessori School
Museums 
Political Campaigns
Redlands School District
Ronald McDonald House
School for the Deaf
Senior Centers 
Symphonies
Transitional Homes
Wilderness Associations
YMCA Programs

120K+
SERVICE HOURS 

COMPLETED 
BY STUDENTS 

EACH YEAR

120+
STUDENT 

ORGANIZATIONS

200+
CULTURAL EVENTS 

ON CAMPUS
EVERY YEAR

Welcome what’s ahead.
Welcome what’s possible.

Welcome to your Redlands.

←

Maybe it’s an interest in making 
your own music, changing the 
structure of political discourse, 
or designing an eco-friendly 
business model. At Redlands, 
you can explore more than 40 
programs of study—all built on 
a strong liberal arts foundation—
and chart a course that feels 
right to you. Whether that’s 
taking on a double major or 
devising a curriculum tailored 
to your professional goals, this 
intellectual journey is yours 
to own.

Your studies will plant 
the seeds for classroom 
discussions, internship 
experiences, community 
engagement, and more. Every 
question you ask and every 
path you pursue will lead you 
to more opportunities. You’ll 
leave the College of Arts and 
Sciences prepared to lead in an 
ever-changing world, and ready 
to build a better future.

More background info about 
Kourtney Heald, academic part of 
story.

ACADEMICS 1

Welcome 
what speaks 
To you.

All those dreams and ambitions? 
Well, they’re waiting to unfold. 

“A quote here from Kourtney 
Heald about what is 
happening in the photo and 
about academics at Redlands”

�Kourtney Heald '22
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YOUR POTENTIAL MAJOR(S)                                               
↓
Accounting
Art History*
Asian Studies 
Biochemistry and Molecular 
Biology 
Biology
Business Administration 
Chemistry 
Communication Sciences  
  and Disorders
Computer Science 
Creative Writing 
Economics
Education 4+1  
   Credential/Master’s 
Engineering 3-2
English: Literature  
  and Writing

Environmental Chemistry* 
Environmental Science 
Environmental Studies 
Financial Economics
French
German
Global Business
Health, Medicine,  
   and Society
History
Human-Animal Studies*
International Relations 
Johnston Center for  
   Integrative Studies 
Latin American Studies 
Liberal Studies 
Management 
Mathematics
Media and Visual  
   Culture Studies 
Music

Philosophy
Physical Education* 
Physics
Political Science
Prelaw
Pre-Med/Pre-Health 
Psychology
Public Policy
Race and Ethnic Studies 
Religious Studies 
Sociology and   
    Anthropology
Spanish
Spatial Studies* 
Studio Art
Theatre Arts
Theatre Business 
Women, Gender,  
  and Sexuality Studies

*Minor only

100+

4-4-1

STUDY-ABROAD 
LOCATIONS

90%
OF STUDENTS 

RECEIVE 
FINANCIAL AID

ACADEMIC CALENDAR 
WITH OPTIONAL 

ONE-MONTH 
MAY TERM

YOUR POTENTIAL WAY(S)  
OF MAKING A DIFFERENCE       
↓
Adapted Physical Education
Animal Control
Animal Shelters and  
   Placement Centers
Assisted Living Centers
Big Buddies Clubs 
Boys and Girls Clubs
Cancer Societies
Children’s Hospitals
Counseling Services
Community Centers 
Conservancies
Cultural Institutions 
Early Childhood Centers
Elementary Schools
Environmental Learning Centers
Family Services 
Farms

Free Clinics
Habitat for Humanity and Restore
Health-Care Systems
High School Mentoring Programs
Homework Club 
Hospices
Humor Outreach Programs
Legal Aid Societies  
Libraries
Missions
Montessori School
Museums 
Political Campaigns
Redlands School District
Ronald McDonald House
School for the Deaf
Senior Centers 
Symphonies
Transitional Homes
Wilderness Associations
YMCA Programs

120K+
SERVICE HOURS 

COMPLETED 
BY STUDENTS 

EACH YEAR

120+
STUDENT 

ORGANIZATIONS

200+
CULTURAL EVENTS 

ON CAMPUS
EVERY YEAR

Welcome what’s ahead.
Welcome what’s possible.

Welcome to your Redlands.

“Being able to work with actual 
clients in the clinic and getting 
real-life experience has been 
the most enjoyable experience 
for me so far. It’s shown 
me what speech-language 
pathologists can do and how  
I can help others one on one.”

—Nick Lough '17, '20 

5EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

Below the surface, out in 
the field, and in the studio, 
discovery awaits.

Welcome 
deeper dives.

4

FIT IN A SPECIALIZED,  
FOUR-WEEK ADVENTURE
→
May Term is the perfect 
opportunity to explore beyond 
your usual curriculum. The History 
of Wine. Internet Afterlife. Reading 
Comics and Culture. Sustainable 
Gardening. These intensive, 
hands-on courses take your 
studies to unique, exciting places 
all over the world, alongside 14 or 
15 other Redlands students.

Biology Professor Lei Lani Stelle and 
undergraduate students track dolphins  
off the Southern California coast.

LET YOUR CURIOSITY TAKE HOLD 
 
One of the many benefits 
of attending a small private 
institution, is how you're placed 
directly in the center of the 
experience. This means you’ll 
cultivate professional skills directly 
from valuable internships in your 
chosen field or industry. You'll 
collaborate with faculty to research 
topics that fascinate you. You'll 
extend your studies well beyond the 
walls of the classroom, including 
across the country or overseas. 

INVITE A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE
←
Imagine what your studies might 
look like if they were set in a 
completely different culture, or 
even taught in a different language. 
Not only do international and 
domestic study-away programs 
provide a new setting for your 
learning, but these experiences 
also allow you to explore diverse 
cultures and become a more broad-
minded, active, and knowledgeable 
citizen of the global community.

Undergraduate students in Panama 
use field research and drones to map 
watershed boundaries, stream courses, 
and classify habitats according to 
vegetative structure and potential for 
carbon sequestration.
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YOUR POTENTIAL MAJOR(S)                                               
↓
Accounting
Art History*
Asian Studies 
Biochemistry and Molecular 
Biology 
Biology
Business Administration 
Chemistry 
Communication Sciences  
  and Disorders
Computer Science 
Creative Writing 
Economics
Education 4+1  
   Credential/Master’s 
Engineering 3-2
English: Literature  
  and Writing

Environmental Chemistry* 
Environmental Science 
Environmental Studies 
Financial Economics
French
German
Global Business
Health, Medicine,  
   and Society
History
Human-Animal Studies*
International Relations 
Johnston Center for  
   Integrative Studies 
Latin American Studies 
Liberal Studies 
Management 
Mathematics
Media and Visual  
   Culture Studies 
Music

Philosophy
Physical Education* 
Physics
Political Science
Prelaw
Pre-Med/Pre-Health 
Psychology
Public Policy
Race and Ethnic Studies 
Religious Studies 
Sociology and   
    Anthropology
Spanish
Spatial Studies* 
Studio Art
Theatre Arts
Theatre Business 
Women, Gender,  
  and Sexuality Studies

*Minor only

100+

4-4-1

STUDY-ABROAD 
LOCATIONS

90%
OF STUDENTS 

RECEIVE 
FINANCIAL AID

ACADEMIC CALENDAR 
WITH OPTIONAL 

ONE-MONTH 
MAY TERM

YOUR POTENTIAL WAY(S)  
OF MAKING A DIFFERENCE       
↓
Adapted Physical Education
Animal Control
Animal Shelters and  
   Placement Centers
Assisted Living Centers
Big Buddies Clubs 
Boys and Girls Clubs
Cancer Societies
Children’s Hospitals
Counseling Services
Community Centers 
Conservancies
Cultural Institutions 
Early Childhood Centers
Elementary Schools
Environmental Learning Centers
Family Services 
Farms

Free Clinics
Habitat for Humanity and Restore
Health-Care Systems
High School Mentoring Programs
Homework Club 
Hospices
Humor Outreach Programs
Legal Aid Societies  
Libraries
Missions
Montessori School
Museums 
Political Campaigns
Redlands School District
Ronald McDonald House
School for the Deaf
Senior Centers 
Symphonies
Transitional Homes
Wilderness Associations
YMCA Programs

120K+
SERVICE HOURS 

COMPLETED 
BY STUDENTS 

EACH YEAR

120+
STUDENT 

ORGANIZATIONS

200+
CULTURAL EVENTS 

ON CAMPUS
EVERY YEAR

Welcome what’s ahead.
Welcome what’s possible.

Welcome to your Redlands.

PICK A CAUSE THAT SPEAKS TO YOU 
↓
One of the ways we uphold this 
commitment by integrating 
community engagement directly 
into our curriculum. Our Office 
of Community Service Learning 
works collaboratively with 
students, faculty, school districts, 
and nonprofit agencies to form 
partnerships that create over 
100,000 hours of service outreach 
every year for you to choose from. 

CHOOSE HOW YOU WANT TO HELP
↓
We work to make as many 
opportunities as possible for you 
to consider. If you can’t  
find an opportunity that aligns 
with your interests, we’ll help 
you create one of your own.

“There’s definitely an 
emphasis on inclusivity 
and giving back to the 
community here at Redlands.”

�Ayetzy Presa ’20

6

9COMMUNITY IMPACT

Welcome an active 
role in shaping  
what’s around you.

“Redlands significantly contributed to my 
passion for service, my ability to solve 
complicated problems, and my willingness 
to think outside the box—all skills that I now 
share with my local community through the 
Peace Corps in western Ukraine.” 

—Cassidy Cramton ’17

Our nationally recognized program for service 
learning goes well beyond volunteer hours. That’s 
because bettering the community is a college-
wide commitment at Redlands. You’ll create 
meaningful experiences inspired by your studies 
and give back to those in need.

SOCIAL JUSTICE INITIATIVES
↓
FIRST-GENERATION  
STUDENT PROGRAMS
Book Lending Programs
I’m Going to College Program
Students Together Empowering Peers
Supporting, Educating, and  
   Empowering Diverse Students  
   (SEEDS) 
Summer Bridge Program

LGBTQ PROGRAMS
LGBTQ Student Organizations  
Lavender Recognition Ceremony 
Pride Center
Safe Space Allies Group
Staff and Faculty Training
Transgender Inclusive  
   Housing Policy

GENDER PROGRAMS
D.U.D.E.S. (Dudes Understanding  
   and Ending Stereotypes)
Gender Justice Center

“In a Box” Program
One in Four 
Sisters Standing Together

RELIGIOUS AND CULTURAL  
AWARENESS PROGRAMS
Annual Diwali Dinner
Annual Eid Dinner
Chica Chat Training and  
   Retreat Weekend
Real Thanksgiving
Rethinking Columbus Day
Students of Color  
   Recognition Ceremony

SOCIAL JUSTICE TRAINING
Catalyst Living-Learning Program
Diversity and Social Justice  
   Trainings and Retreats

The Peace Corps consistently 
ranks the University of 
Redlands 7th among small 
schools on its list of top 
volunteer-producing colleges 
and universities.

At Redlands, it’s not a day off—it’s a 
day on. Martin Luther King Jr. Day is 
another opportunity to live out the 
civil rights leader’s work and incredible 
legacy through community service, 
speeches, peace walks, and more.
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welcome 
your 
next 
chapter

UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS

There's 
more 

to your 
story.

There is more here than meets the eye.  
The power of possibility is in every discussion, 
every performance, every lesson, and every 
connection. It's how we engage with what's 
around us. It's how we plant the seeds for 
growth, progress, and change. And it's how we 
discover what we're truly capable of.

Here, opportunity is ever 
present. And we welcome 
those who welcome it. 

→
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There's 
more 

to your 
story.

Between the mountain tops and the California coast,

You’ll find more  
to explore.

Palm Springs · Big Bear Mountain · Disneyland · Pacific Beaches  
Joshua Tree National Park · Downtown L.A. · San Diego

BIKE-FRIENDLY STREETS &
REDLANDS PASSENGER RAIL 

(Project Arrow) coming in 2022

MINUTE BIKE RIDE  
FROM CAMPUS TO  
DOWNTOWN REDLANDS

WAYS TO GET AROUND
↓

MORE 
SUNNY 
DAYS

Angeles National Forrest

Pasadena

Ontario

Disneyland

John Wayne

LAX

Anaheim

Largest College Letter in the 
San Bernardino Mountains

San Diego

Palm Springs
Joshua Tree

Big Bear 
Mountain 

Newport 
Beach

Santa 
Monica

Long Beach

Redlands

Burbank

Los Angeles

CA

80⁰
AVERAGE DAILY 

TEMP

PACIFIC OCEAN

Among a community of friends,

You’ll uncover  
more Opportunity.

45 STATES &  
43 COUNTRIES
REPRESENTED IN THE 

STUDENT BODY 

21
NCAA Division III  

athletics  
teams in the SCIAC

  50%
of students participate 

in at least one 
intramural sport

residential buildings for new 
first-year students with 
modern amenities, incredible 
views and a sense of belonging5

120,000+
SERVICE HOURS BY  

STUDENTS PER YEAR

Redlands graduates give back to their communities at  

2X NATIONAL AVERAGE
No. 7 in rankings by the Peace Corps for top volunteer-

producing small colleges and universities 

MORE LIFELONG  
 FRIENDSHIPS

↓

51
  LANGUAGES  

SPOKEN

100+
STUDY ABROAD  

LOCATIONS

2,527 
STUDENTS ENROLLED  

AT REDLANDS

34% 
OF STUDENTS ARE 

FIRST-GENERATION 
COLLEGE STUDENTS

MORE WAYS TO GET INVOLVED
↓

DIFFERENT POINTS OF VIEW
↓

TIME TO GIVE BACK
↓

Beyond lectures and labs,

You’ll experience  
more breakthroughs. 

THE 
ACADEMIC 

YEAR 
INCLUDES 
MAY TERM, 

AN OPTIONAL 
1-MONTH 
SESSION

Accounting
Art History*
Asian Studies 
Biochemistry  
    and Molecular Biology 
Biology
Business Administration 
Chemistry 
Communication Sciences  
    and Disorders
Computer Science 
Creative Writing 
Economics
Education 4+1  
    Credential/Master’s 
Engineering 3-2
English:  
    Literature and Writing
Environmental Chemistry* 
Environmental Science 

Environmental Studies 
Financial Economics
French
German
Global Business
Health, Medicine,  
     and Society
History
Human-Animal Studies*
International Relations 
Johnston Center for 
    Integrative Studies 
Latin American Studies 
Liberal Studies 
Management 
Mathematics
Media and  
    Visual Culture Studies 
Music
Philosophy

SMALLER 
CLASSES

↓
MORE 

COLLABORATION
↓
THE JOHNSTON CENTER  

lets you fulfill your educational vision 
by building a custom curriculum with 
a range of classes, experiences, and  

cross-cultural opportunities

A CAMPUS  
DIVERSITY CENTER

A dedicated space that 
supports our Multicultural 

Center, Pride Center, Gender 
Justice Center, Native Student 

Programs, and more.

Physical Education* 
Physics
Political Science
Prelaw
Pre-med/Pre-health 
Psychology
Public Policy
Race and Ethnic Studies 
Religious Studies 
Sociology and    
    Anthropology
Spanish
Spatial Studies* 
Studio Art
Theatre Arts
Theatre Business 
Women, Gender,  
    and Sexuality Studies

*minor only

INTERDISCIPLINARY 
PROGRAMS  

IN AREAS LIKE HEALTH,  
MEDICINE, AND SOCIETY

MAJORS

13:1
 STUDENT-FACULTY  

RATIO

SEVERAL STUDIES TO CHOOSE FROM
↓

POSITIVE OUTCOMES 
GUARANTEED

↓

OF RECENT GRADUATES  
EARNED THEIR DIPLOMAS 
IN FOUR YEARS OR LESS

87%

WHERE ENTREPRENEURS  
GET STARTED

↓
A BIGGER NETWORK OF 

BULLDOGS
↓

Redlands  
graduates are 

TWICE 
AS LIKELY  
TO START  

THEIR OWN 
BUSINESSES

MORE INTERNSHIPS 
AND INTERVIEWS

↓

BOEING 
CARDINAL HEALTH 
CISCO SYSTEMS 
DISNEY STUDIOS 

IBM 
NIKE CORP. 

NBC 
TARGET 

U.S. TREASURY 
WARNER BROS. 

OFFICE OF CAREER  
AND PROFESSIONAL  

DEVELOPMENT 
gives you career 

advice and support  
from day one  
and long after  
you graduate

Throughout your career and your life,

You’ll gain more optimism 
about your future.

→

There is more here than meets the eye.  
The power of possibility is in every discussion, 
every performance, every lesson, and every 
connection. It's how we engage with what's 
around us. It's how we plant the seeds for 
growth, progress, and change. And it's how we 
discover what we're truly capable of.

Here, opportunity is ever 
present. And we welcome 
those who welcome it. 

PLENTY TO 
CHEER FOR

↓

200+
theatre, arts, music,  
dance, and other  
cultural events  
on campus  
each year

120+
student 

organizations

A live bulldog 
mascot since 

1918

ADVENTURES TO GO ON
↓
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There is more here than meets the eye.  
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dance, and other  
cultural events  
on campus  
each year

120+
student 

organizations

A live bulldog 
mascot since 

1918

ADVENTURES TO GO ON
↓

Find solid 
footing 
and stand 
on common 
ground.

Smaller class sizes mean your 
professors are not only able to give you 
more of their time, but more guidance 
for your Redlands journey. They’re here 
to welcome any questions you may 
have, from class material to internships 
to ways to get involved on campus. 
They take pride in their students' 
success so consider them a trusted 
guide who’s door is always open.

Faculty who are 
dedicated mentors. 

Students Together Empowering 
Peers (STEP) is one of the 
most highly efficient mentoring 
programs offered at the University 
of Redlands. Mentors provide 
help with learning how to get 
involved, academic advising, 
cultural discussions, scholarship 
opportunities and more.

welcome 
your 
next 
chapter

UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS

From 
here 
on 
out. 

At Redlands, we see your drive 
and dedication. In fact, we 
embrace ambition and believe a 
successful life should never feel 
out of reach. That’s why on top 
of making education affordable 
and accessible, we’ve created the 
Redlands Promise. 

As a student in the College of 
Arts and Sciences, if you meet all 
your academic responsibilities, 
you’ll graduate in four years—
guaranteed. This gives you the 
freedom to explore intellectually, 
collaborate with the University, and 
adjust your course along the way.

Learn more about the  
Redlands Promise:  
redlands.edu/redlandspromise 

If your career interests call you 
further, Career Treks is a great 
chance to explore employers in 
another city. Redlands hosts two 
types of Career Treks: one-day 
local Career Treks hosted around 
Southern California, and one longer 
multi-day Career Trek outside of the 
Southern California area. Both are 
open to all students.

While you’re a student or even well 
after you graduate, our Career Studio 
is always available for career advice 
or direction. Staffed by a team of 
highly trained and skilled peer career 
educators representing different 
majors and programs, and widely varied 
interests, experience and future goals, 
Career Studio is a great first stop and 
place to go for any career questions.

Our many student resources mean 
that you don't have to go it alone. 
You’ll be bolstered by a strong 
support network, with people 
who are always ready to provide 
advice, celebrate all walks of life, 
and encourage you throughout 
your Redlands journey.

There’s 
even more.
EXPLORE THE VIEWS FROM CAMPUS.
Find more information about our beautiful main campus, 
classroom settings, and our virtual visit opportunities at 
redlands.edu/visit.

WE’D LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU.
Call a Redlands admissions advisor at xxx xxx xxxx  
with questions about visits, admissions and tuition.

CONNECT WITH US. 
Following Redlands on social media is a great way to get 
to know or students, faculty and staff.

F  facebook.com/universityofredlands

T @UofRedlands

I @universityofredlands

Y  youtube.com/UniversityofRedlands

Here are some great next steps to continue 
your admissions process with Redlands.
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MON 12-THURS 15
8 a.m.–2 p.m. 
MCNAMBELL HALL

Uro hortio es con postilis. Sermis vigilici 
pro ublicus. Et estam moves! Cuppliam 
publiae que nonsiciistid C. Amquo es 
parividem sendam. Gra publiciam mei in 
Itatquon vit di, silicit, nondiem entrae iam 
di con tes! 

REGISTER

ON CAMPUS

OFF CAMPUS

MATHEMATICS  
CAMP

REGISTER

MON 12-THURS 15
8 a.m.–2 p.m. 
REDLANDS FAMILY SERVICES

Uro hortio es con postilis. Sermis vigilici 
pro ublicus. Et estam moves! Cuppliam 
publiae que nonsiciistid C. 

REDLANDS 
family 
services

OFFICE OF COMMUNITY SERVICE LEARNING  

HUNSAKER UNIVERSITY CENTER - SECOND FLOOR   

909.748.8288  |  D E C @REDLANDSERVICE
Your GOSERVICE Account

UNSUBSCRIBE 

UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS

You can help shape what’s around us and what’s 
ahead of us all. We’ve made it easy for you to get 
started right here in our own Redlands community.

Welcome the 
chance to make 
a bigger impact.
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